
Temporary Surcharge Update 10/8/21. 

Effective Monday, 11/1/21, our surcharge amount will increase by 4.5% per Tier level. We 
continue to face premium charges in the global supply chain. These temporary surcharges 
are necessary to offset these unusually high costs and ensure we continue having our high-
quality products available. In our original surcharge notification on 6/8/21, we did foresee 
some additional fees coming and knew the surcharge would need to be increased. With the 
increased demand on supply chains heading into the year-end holidays, we are already seeing 
additional premiums.  

Tier-1 – Individual Unit Pricing – Nov 1st Surcharge Amount = 10% 

Tier-2 – Bulk Case Pricing – Nov 1st Surcharge Amount = 11% 

Tier-3 – Wholesale Pallet Pricing – Nov 1st Surcharge Amount = 12% 

Temporary Surcharge Update 
8/16/21. 

Effective Monday, 9/13/21, our temporary surcharge amount will increase by 1.5% per 
Tier level. We continue to face premium charges in the global supply chain. These 
temporary surcharges are necessary to offset these unusually high costs and ensure we 
continue having our high-quality products available. In our original surcharge 
notification on 6/8/21, we did foresee some additional fees coming and knew the surcharge 
would need to be increased. The               good news is that we were able to offset a lot of these in 
different ways to hold the current surcharge through August. We do not currently see the 
need for a 1.5 - 2 times increase that we initially expected. We will always continue to look 
for ways to keep costs down and deliver            the highest overall value possible to our 
customers. 

Tier-1 – Individual Unit Pricing – Sept 13th Surcharge Amount = 5.5% 

Tier-2 – Bulk Case Pricing – Sept 13th Surcharge Amount = 6.5% 

Tier-3 – Wholesale Pallet Pricing – Sept 13th Surcharge Amount = 7.5% 



Original Statement – 6/8/21 

As the world continues to rebound from the pandemic, supply chains across the globe are 
experiencing tremendous pressure and essentially collapsing. Direct Mop Sales, Inc. has 
continually been a low-cost provider of cleaning products and historically only increased 
pricing once every two years, with our last price increase occurring in September of 2019. The 
current volatility in the costs to serve high-quality products to our customers makes it both 
necessary for us to increase pricing now and does not allow us to reprint a dependable price 
list. For this reason, we will be implementing a surcharge price increase over and above our 
current September 2019 published prices until supply chains around the world stabilize. At 
least three (3) weeks of notice will be provided before changing the surcharge amount and will 
be proportionate to the increases we face. These surcharges will be reflected on our websites 
when ordering and will vary in our 3-tier pricing system to equalize the net effect of the 
surcharge. We will also need to adjust our free shipping freight policy as of July 1st, 2021. The 
minimum order for free shipping will increase to $100 per order, and our charge for orders of 
less than $100 will increase from our current processing and handling fee of $11.00 per order 
to $13.00 per order. These changes are necessary for the following reasons: 

*Since 2019, the average outbound shipping costs have increased more than 30% due to
companies like UPS and FedEx  having more volume to process than their systems will handle.

*Since 2019, raw material costs have been somewhat stable. Still, current supply and demand
issues, currency exchange  rates, and labor shortages at the raw material production level have
destabilized material costs, with significant increases in metals, plastics, and textiles.
*The most concerning and destabilizing cost is the inbound ocean freight container costs.
There is a shortage of vessels and empty containers, railroads are running at full capacity and
turning away business, and there is a massive backlog in U.S. and European ports. As a result,
container lines are selling premium service fees just to have products make it onto a ship.
These fees make it so the highest bidder gets their products loaded onto ships while those not
willing to pay the   ransom have their products put last in line and can wait several months to
get anything moved. These charges increase the cost of importing products 3-4 times the
ocean freight charges we usually pay. Our inability to adjust pricing is most   directly related to
this situation, and our planned monthly surcharges will continue until this situation stabilizes.

The Cleaning Industry as a whole has been faced with product shortages beginning in 2021. 
Up until this point, we have    not experienced the same low inventory and product shortages 
that many other suppliers have faced. Our large inventory has allowed us to continue serving 
large volumes of products without delay. However, we are starting to feel    the squeeze due 



to higher than usual demands combined with delays in container services. Therefore, we can 
only ask our customers to evaluate their needs and order as early as possible. We expect 
many product shortages to start occurring soon and last until the high demand for container 
services and congestion at the ports are resolved. 

The surcharge to our September 2019 pricing that will be effective on July 1st, 2021, will be the following: 

 Tier-1 Individual Unit Prices: July surcharge 4% 

Tier-2 Bulk Case Prices: July surcharge 5% 

     Tier-3 Wholesale Pricing: July surcharge 6% 

The higher container premiums we are paying for containers being serviced now will affect 
August inventory costs, and    as far as we can tell at this time, we expect those to require a 
higher surcharge of 1.5-2 times the July rate. 

We anticipate these shortages and backlogs will not be resolved anytime this year. The typical 
peak season for cleaning industry suppliers is August through October, when schools start 
opening, consuming large quantities quickly. We do not   believe the industry has the product 
availability to handle this upcoming surge, and product shortages will be widespread. 

As always, we appreciate your continued business with us. We know that the cleaning 
industry holds some of the   hardest working people in the world and we will continually 
strive to produce and deliver only the highest quality product solutions to serve your 
needs. 

Sincerely 

President – Direct Mop Sales, Inc. 

Below is our aforementioned price list 
showing our prices before these 

surcharges have gone into effect. 



Toll Free: 866.475.8667  Fax: 913.367.2095
www.directmopsales.com

Wet Mops  · Dust Mops  ·  Microfiber Products  ·  Carpet Cleaning Bonnets 
Mop Hardware  ·  Finish Mops  ·  Multipurpose Accessories  ·  Squeegees

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $100



Product Warranty:
All DMSI products are warranted against manufacturing defect and premature wear when used in normal operating and processing
conditions.

Prepaid Freight Policy:
All standard published pricing from DMSI includes our company paying freight costs to get the product to your door if the destination is 
within the contiguous 48 states of the continental U.S. DMSI will not be responsible for additional transportation charges assessed for 
special delivery requirements.

Minimum Order Policy:
We will accept orders of any size. Any order over $100 will receive free shipping, while orders below $100 will have an $13.00 shipping 
and handling fee added to help cover transportation costs. 

Packaging Standards:
The standard packaging for DMSI products is one dozen units per carton unless specifically noted otherwise. There is no additional cost for 
orders in less than full case quantities. With our low minimum order amount and allowance for broken case orders DMSI reserves the right 
to package all orders in a manner that promotes the lowest possible freight costs. 

Returned Goods Policy:
Any unused product may be returned for credit if it is shipped prepaid freight to DMSI within 30 days of the original purchase date.
Returned merchandise will be subject to a credit reduction for the cost of the initial freight costs to ship the product to a customer’s 
facility. 

Payment Policy:
All orders sold without established credit accounts will require payment prior to shipment by either credit card, cashiers check or Paypal. 
Accepted credit cards are American Express, Discover, Master Card and Visa. Credit terms are Net 30 days for established accounts and 
interest of 1.5% per month shall be charged on all past due accounts. To apply for credit, please use our standard credit application which 
can be found on our website under the company policy section of the home page.

Shipping Standards:
DMSI offers a broad line of standard colors, sizes and styles of mop related products. Standard stock items are shown in our company
catalog and web site. We ship nearly all orders for standard products within 24 hours of receiving your order for standard products. Orders 
for non-stock colors, sizes and styles, as well as custom manufactured items, requires a 3-5 day lead time for processing. DMSI will make 
every attempt to alert purchasers of any potential delay in meeting these shipping standards.

General Policy: 
All orders are subject to approval by DMSI. Prices and policies are subject to change without notice. DMSI will post all changes to prices 
and policies on the company website.

DMSI Standard Operating Policies

Welcome to Direct Mop Sales, Inc.
DMSI is a distribution partnership between the owners of DMSI and several offshore manufacturing companies. After nearly 30 years in 
the mop manufacturing industry, the owners of DMSI faced the exodus of the textile industry from the U.S. and went offshore to partner 
with several manufacturing operations to produce industrial cleaning products. The necessity to go offshore to produce mops and other 
cleaning products has hit nearly every mop manufacturing company in the United States, including the biggest brand name companies. Mop 
companies in the U.S. used to be manufacturers, now for the most part they are importers and distributors.

DMSI is centrally located in the United States, which allows for efficient and cost-effective distribution of our products anywhere in the
country. We are hopeful that you will take a little time to evaluate our company and our policies. You will find that we are easy to do business 
with and our product offering will provide you with the best possible products at the lowest possible costs. We appreciate your interest, and 
we look forward to serving your needs.



Direct Mop Sales is known for providing the lowest pricing, the fastest service and highest quality products in the 
mop industry. This reputation is well deserved as we are always striving to provide new innovative products at the 
lowest possible prices. We are able to achieve this goal by providing volume-based pricing options on our entire line 
of high-quality products. Throughout this product catalog, you will find multiple pricing options for most items. Each 
pricing column is explained here, as well as each pricing option’s position on our different on-line websites. 

www.directmopsales.com and www.dmsipo.com
www.directmopsales.com is our primary service website for all customers who are purchasing via a credit card or PayPal 
payment. www.dmsipo.com is open for customers who have established credit accounts with us and purchase with 
credit terms. Both sites offer the same pricing, and there are two pricing options on each site, both are represented in 
this catalog as follows:

Individual Unit Price Column: These prices are the highest of all of our prices and represent purchases of any single 
item by the individual quantity. This option allows low volume customers to purchase from us in small volumes and 
still see significant savings as compared to the market. Transportation costs are paid by us for this option when 
orders are $100 or more.

Bulk Case Price Column: These prices represent bulk packaging of products into quantities for shipping which will 
reduce costs and provide additional efficiencies to service. There is considerable savings as compared to individual 
unit prices when purchasing in this method. Transportation costs are paid by us for this option when orders are $100 
or more.

www.dmsiwholesale.com
Pallet Price Column: Our wholesale service site is an extension of Direct Mop Sales, Inc. and set up to provide 
additional savings for larger volume orders. There is a 36 case minimum order requirement to access these lower 
prices. The 36 case minimum can be comprised of any number of the different bulk case products we offer, as long 
as the order total meets the minimum of 36 cases per transaction. The savings on this service site are significant and 
possibly the lowest prices in the mop industry to any high-volume level buyer. We always pay transportation charges 
for orders placed with pallet pricing to anywhere in the contiguous 48 states of the continental United States.

For microfiber care instructions please visit:
https://www.directmopsales.com/v/microfiber-product-care.pdf

Pricing Options from Direct Mop Sales, Inc.



MICROFIBER WET MOPS - LOOPED END

COLOR SIZE HEAD
BAND

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

MEDIUM 1 ¼” NMWM116B $ 6.30 BULKMWM116B 35/Case $ 203.00 = $5.80/Mop $ 165.90 = $4.74/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” NMWM124B $ 7.85 BULKMWM124B 30/Case $ 216.00 = $7.20/Mop $ 178.50 = $5.95/Mop

MEDIUM 5” NMWM516B $ 6.45 BULKMWM516B 35/Case $ 207.20 = $5.92/Mop $ 170.10 = $4.86/Mop

LARGE 5” NMWM524B $ 8.00 BULKMWM524B 30/Case $ 220.80 = $7.36/Mop $ 181.50 = $6.05/Mop

MEDIUM 1 ¼” NMWM116G $ 6.30 BULKMWM116G 35/Case $ 203.00 = $5.80/Mop $ 165.90 = $4.74/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” NMWM124G $ 7.85 BULKMWM124G 30/Case $ 216.00 = $7.20/Mop $ 178.50 = $5.95/Mop

MEDIUM 5” NMWM516G $ 6.45 BULKMWM516G 35/Case $ 207.20 = $5.92/Mop $ 170.10 = $4.86/Mop

LARGE 5” NMWM524G $ 8.00 BULKMWM524G 30/Case $ 220.80 = $7.36/Mop $ 181.50 = $6.05/Mop

MEDIUM 1 ¼” NMWM116O $ 6.30 BULKMWM116O 35/Case $ 203.00 = $5.80/Mop $ 165.90 = $4.74/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” NMWM124O $ 7.85 BULKMWM124O 30/Case $ 216.00 = $7.20/Mop $ 178.50 = $5.95/Mop

MEDIUM 5” NMWM516O $ 6.45 BULKMWM516O 35/Case $ 207.20 = $5.92/Mop $ 170.10 = $4.86/Mop

LARGE 5” NMWM524O $ 8.00 BULKMWM524O 30/Case $ 220.80 = $7.36/Mop $ 181.50 = $6.05/Mop

MEDIUM 1 ¼” NMWM116R $ 6.30 BULKMWM116R 35/Case $ 203.00 = $5.80/Mop $ 165.90 = $4.74/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” NMWM124R $ 7.85 BULKMWM124R 30/Case $ 216.00 = $7.20/Mop $ 178.50 = $5.95/Mop

MEDIUM 5” NMWM516R $ 6.45 BULKMWM516R 35/Case $ 207.20 = $5.92/Mop $ 170.10 = $4.86/Mop

LARGE 5” NMWM524R $ 8.00 BULKMWM524R 30/Case $ 220.80 = $7.36/Mop $ 181.50 = $6.05/Mop

MEDIUM 1 ¼” NMWM116W $ 6.30 BULKMWM116W 35/Case $ 203.00 = $5.80/Mop $ 165.90 = $4.74/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” NMWM124W $ 7.85 BULKMWM124W 30/Case $ 216.00 = $7.20/Mop $ 178.50 = $5.95/Mop

MEDIUM 5” NMWM516W $ 6.45 BULKMWM516W 35/Case $ 207.20 = $5.92/Mop $ 170.10 = $4.86/Mop

LARGE 5” NMWM524W $ 8.00 BULKMWM524W 30/Case $ 220.80 = $7.36/Mop $ 181.50 = $6.05/Mop

MEDIUM 1 ¼” NMWM116GY $ 6.30 BULKMWM116GY 35/Case $ 203.00 = $5.80/Mop $ 165.90 = $4.74/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” NMWM124GY $ 7.85 BULKMWM124GY 30/Case $ 216.00 = $7.20/Mop $ 178.50 = $5.95/Mop

MEDIUM 5” NMWM516GY $ 6.45 BULKMWM516GY 35/Case $ 207.20 = $5.92/Mop $ 170.10 = $4.86/Mop

LARGE 5” NMWM524GY $ 8.00 BULKMWM524GY 30/Case $ 220.80 = $7.36/Mop $ 181.50 = $6.05/Mop

MICROFIBER WET MOPS
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Microfiber Wet Mops - Looped End: These are engineered for lint-free wet mopping and are super absorbent, 
possibly the best wet mop ever produced for commercial cleaning applications. These microfiber mops are 
constructed with 100% continuous filament microfiber woven fabrics sewn into the tubes, which makes this the best 
mop for any flooring type, including rough surfaces and anti-slip areas. The microfiber yarn increases the surface 
friction for superior cleaning as compared to traditional wet mops. These microfiber mops contain tailbands to 
reduce yarn tangling in the laundry process and are energy efficient in processing. These microfiber mops can hold up 
to six times their weight in water and are naturally bacteria resistant. 



MICROFIBER WET MOPS - CUT-END STYLE

COLOR SIZE HEAD
BAND

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

MEDIUM 1 ¼” MCEB116 $ 3.35 BULKMCEB116 35/Case $ 108.85 = $3.11/Mop $ 87.15 = $2.49/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” MCEB124 $ 4.75 BULKMCEB124 30/Case $ 131.40 = $4.38/Mop $ 105.00 = $3.50/Mop

MEDIUM 5” MCEB516 $ 3.50 BULKMCEB516 35/Case $ 115.50 = $3.30/Mop $ 92.40 = $2.64/Mop

LARGE 5” MCEB524 $ 4.90 BULKMCEB524 30/Case $ 135.90 = $4.53/Mop $ 109.50 = $3.65/Mop

MICROFIBER WET MOPS - HYBRID

COLOR SIZE HEAD
BAND

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

MEDIUM 1 ¼” MHYD116B $ 5.50 BULKMHYD116B 35/Case $ 177.80 = $5.08/Mop $ 142.45 = $4.07/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” MHYD124B $ 7.90 BULKMHYD124B 30/Case $ 218.10 = $7.27/Mop $ 174.60 = $5.82/Mop

MEDIUM 5” MHYD516B $ 5.75 BULKMHYD516B 35/Case $ 184.45 = $5.27/Mop $ 147.35 = $4.21/Mop

LARGE 5” MHYD524B $ 8.10 BULKMHYD524B 30/Case $ 223.20 = $7.44/Mop $ 178.50 = $5.95/Mop

MEDIUM 1 ¼” MHYD116G $ 5.50 BULKMHYD116G 35/Case $ 177.80 = $5.08/Mop $ 142.45 = $4.07/Mop

LARGE 1 ¼” MHYD124G $ 7.90 BULKMHYD124G 30/Case $ 218.10 = $7.27/Mop $ 174.60 = $5.82/Mop

MEDIUM 5” MHYD516G $ 5.75 BULKMHYD516G 35/Case $ 184.45 = $5.27/Mop $ 147.35 = $4.21/Mop

LARGE 5” MHYD524G $ 8.10 BULKMHYD524G 30/Case $ 223.20 = $7.44/Mop $ 178.50 = $5.95/Mop
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Microfiber Wet Mops - Hybrid: Our Hybrid Microfiber String Looped End wet mop enhances the capabilities 
of traditional premium blended staple fiber yarns with the addition of continuous filament microfiber bundles. This 
mop contains 4 ply twisted yarn with 2 ply’s being continuous microfiber filament and 2 ply’s being our highest 
quality antimicrobial staple fiber yarn. The combination of the two types of yarn into one mop provides a more 
balanced and durable wet mop yarn with higher absorbency, faster drying times for your floors, and a longer product 
life. Hybrid wet mops are an excellent option for anyone wanting the benefits of microfiber while staying with a 
traditional string type of mop.

Microfiber Universal Cut-end Wet Mops: Our Universal Microfiber Cut-End Wet Mop will replace and
out-perform all traditional cut-end wet mops including cotton, rayon and blended yarns.  These mops are made 
with 100% continuous filament microfiber blended yarns and will hold more than seven times their weight in water.  
These mops are non-linting, bacteria-resistant, require no break-in period, super-efficient to use and competitively 
priced against traditional cut-end wet mops. 

DISPOSABLE MICROFIBER WET MOPS
BY THE DOZEN PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

MWM4OZ-DZ 12/Case $ 21.00 = $1.75/Mop BULK-MWM4OZ 60/Case $ 81.00 = $1.35/Mop

Disposable Microfiber Wet Mops: This Non-Woven 80/20 blend cut-end wet mop is extremely 
absorbent and will make quick work of any cleanup situation where you don’t intend to launder the 
product after use. The Non-Woven material makes good surface contact, picks up and retains liquids 
quickly and efficiently and wrings out almost entirely. Comparable to a standard large size mop in 
overall dimensional size, and attaches to any traditional bar style wet mop handle. 
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MICROFIBER CLOSED LOOP MESH POCKET MOPS

COLOR SIZE STYLE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” Blue MPKM18B $ 4.05 BULKMPOCKET18B 50/Case $ 182.50 = $3.65/Pad $ 152.50 = $3.05/Pad

18” Green MPKM18G $ 4.05 BULKMPOCKET18G 50/Case $ 182.50 = $3.65/Pad $ 152.50 = $3.05/Pad

18” Red MPKM18R $ 4.05 BULKMPOCKET18R 50/Case $ 182.50 = $3.65/Pad $ 152.50 = $3.05/Pad

18” Yellow MPKM18Y $ 4.05 BULKMPOCKET18Y 50/Case $ 182.50 = $3.65/Pad $ 152.50 = $3.05/Pad

18” Dust 
Mop MPKT18GY-DM $ 3.65 BULKMPKT18GY-DM 100/Case $ 330.00 = $3.30/Pad $ 280.00 = $2.80/Pad

18” Scrub MPKMSCRB18 $ 4.05 BULKMPKMSCRB18 50/Case $ 182.50 = $3.65/Pad $ 152.50 = $3.05/Pad

POCKET MOP HARDWARE
16” Frame MFRM16POCKET $ 6.25 BULKFRM16POCKET 24/Case $ 140.40 = $5.85/Each $ 120.00 = $5.00/Each

72” Handle MHDL72 $ 5.95 BULKMHDL72 25/Case $ 137.50 = $5.50/Each $ 116.25 = $4.65/Each

59” Handle MSTR59 $ 5.50 BULKSTR59 24/Case $ 115.20 = $4.80/Each $ 96.00 = $4.00/Each

Microfiber Closed Loop Mesh Pocket Mops & Hardware:
We have engineered the highest quality microfiber pocket mop on the market. We 
believe this new generation of microfiber pocket mop will out perform every other 
pocket mop on the market and will soon become the industry standard in which all 
other pocket mops are measured. This new and innovative product was designed 
for the needs of healthcare applications to increase soil and bacteria pick up and 
retention while reducing the potentials for bacteria growth and contamination 
after use. Our new pocket mops are a full synthetic product featuring a closed loop 
microfiber cleaning surface, a microfiber mesh backing, 18”  size and produced in 
four vibrant colors for color coding systems.

Microfiber Scrubber Tab Mops: Made using our proven 80/20 blend microfiber gray 
and blue material with polypropylene scrub strips. This microfiber scrubber tab mop pad 
will attach to the most popular tab mop frames in the industry and make quick work of 
any cleaning job. The gray looped end microfiber material provides superior absorbency 
and dirt pick up and retention while the blue polypropylene scrub strips provide the extra 
aggression needed for a deep clean or to get in grout lines. Grommeted tab holes and 
heat sealed tabs make this mop a durable option and great value.

SCRUBBER TAB MOPS

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” MTMSCRB18 $ 4.05 BULKMTMSCRB18 50/Case $ 182.50 = $3.65/Pad $ 152.50 = $ 3.05/Pad



MICROFIBER HOOK AND LOOP MOP PAD PRODUCTS

MICROFIBER MOP PADS - STANDARD LOOPED PILE

SIZE BINDING
COLOR

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” Blue MFP18B $ 2.35 BULK18B 100/Case $ 209.00 = $2.09/Pad $ 176.00 = $1.76/Pad

18” Green MFP18G $ 2.35 BULK18G 100/Case $ 209.00 = $2.09/Pad $ 176.00 = $1.76/Pad

18” Yellow MFP18Y $ 2.35 BULK18Y 100/Case $ 209.00 = $2.09/Pad $ 176.00 = $1.76/Pad

18” Red MFP18R $ 2.35 BULK18R 100/Case $ 209.00 = $2.09/Pad $ 176.00 = $1.76/Pad

24” Blue MFP24B $ 3.55 BULK24B 100/Case $ 315.00 = $3.15/Pad $ 253.00 = $2.53/Pad

36” Blue MFP36B $ 4.80 BULK36B 50/Case $ 205.00 = $4.10/Pad $ 181.00 = $3.62/Pad

48” Blue MFP48B $ 6.00 BULK48B 50/Case $ 260.00 = $5.20/Pad $ 230.50 = $4.61/Pad

MICROFIBER MOP PADS - HEALTHCARE ANTIMICROBIAL

SIZE BINDING
COLOR

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” Blue MHC18B $ 3.40 BULKHC18B 100/Case $ 310.00 = $3.10/Pad $ 257.00 = $2.57/Pad

18” Green MHC18G $ 3.40 BULKHC18G 100/Case $ 310.00 = $3.10/Pad $ 257.00 = $2.57/Pad

18” Yellow MHC18Y $ 3.40 BULKHC18Y 100/Case $ 310.00 = $3.10/Pad $ 257.00 = $2.57/Pad

18” Red MHC18R $ 3.40 BULKHC18R 100/Case $ 310.00 = $3.10/Pad $ 257.00 = $2.57/Pad

24” Blue MHC24B $ 4.15 BULKHC24B 100/Case $ 385.00 = $3.85/Pad $ 328.00 = $3.28/Pad

24” Green MHC24G $ 4.15 BULKHC24G 100/Case $ 385.00 = $3.85/Pad $ 328.00 = $3.28/Pad

24” Yellow MHC24Y $ 4.15 BULKHC24Y 100/Case $ 385.00 = $3.85/Pad $ 328.00 = $3.28/Pad

24” Red MHC24R $ 4.15 BULKHC24R 100/Case $ 385.00 = $3.85/Pad $ 328.00 = $3.28/Pad

Microfiber flat mops are more cost-effective and durable than traditional mopping systems and provide many advantages. Our microfiber flat 
mop product line also includes a variety of functional pads for specific purposes so that one set of hardware can effectively clean and maintain a 
sanitary environment. Each type of pad we offer is engineered to withstand several hundred processing’s while providing superior performance. All 
pads, unless specifically noted otherwise are made slightly oversized to allow for normal heat shrinkage commonly associated with all microfiber 
products to ensure the pads continue to fit the frame throughout the life of the product. The following information is a general description of each 
type of pad.

Standard Looped-Pile Wet/Dry Pads: This is our most popular dual-purpose microfiber pad which can be used 
effectively dry for dust mopping or wet for damp mopping. This pad is constructed with a looped-pile surface yarn 
which reduces surface friction for easy cleaning. This line of pads includes a center sponge for increased pad absorption 
when used for damp mopping. This pad is available in four sizes, and the 18” size is available with four colors of 
color-coded binding for identification systems. These pads are produced with a poly/nylon extrusion that allows for 
superior fiber separation so that more fiber is available for pick up and retention of dust and soil.

Healthcare Antimicrobial Wet/Dry Cleaning Pads: Our Healthcare pads are engineered to provide superior 
absorption while reducing the possibility for bacteria growth within the pad. This pad is constructed with three center 
layers of bacteria resistant microfiber fabric and eliminated the center sponge. This construction provides for high 
absorbency and slow release for better cleaning over larger areas. The surface pile of this pad is the same looped-pile 
construction used in our standard pad which reduces the surface friction for easy cleaning. This type of pad is available 
in two sizes, and both sizes are available with four colors of color-coded binding for identification systems. 

ECONOMY STANDARD LOOPED PILE WET/DRY PADS:  Our Microfiber Economy pad features an 
80/20 blend microfiber material woven into a looped pile fabric which allows it to glide easily across the 
most wide variety of floor surfaces. This pad is slightly lighter in weight, and with a slightly thinner inner 
sponge than our Standard Looped Pile Pad, but is constructed with the same high-quality type hook and 
loop backing and polyester binding.

ECONOMY STANDARD LOOPED PILE WET/DRY PADS

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” MFP18-ECOB $ 2.20 BULKMFP18-ECOB 100/Case $ 190.00 = $1.90/Pad $ 169.00 = $1.69/Pad
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MICROFIBER MOP PADS - COLOR-CODED SCRUBBER STYLE

SIZE COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” Blue MCSB18 $ 2.90 BULKMCSB18 100/Case $ 230.00 = $2.30/Pad $ 205.00 = $2.05/Pad

18” Green MCSG18 $ 2.90 BULKMCSG18 100/Case $ 230.00 = $2.30/Pad $ 205.00 = $2.05/Pad

18” Yellow MCSY18 $ 2.90 BULKMCSY18 100/Case $ 230.00 = $2.30/Pad $ 205.00 = $2.05/Pad

18” Red MCSR18 $ 2.90 BULKMCSR18 100/Case $ 230.00 = $2.30/Pad $ 205.00 = $2.05/Pad

MICROFIBER MOP PADS - CUT-PILE WET/DRY CLEANING PADS

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” MCPB18 $ 2.00 BULKCP18 100/Case $ 185.00 = $1.85/Pad $ 149.00 = $1.49/Pad

24” MCPB24 $ 2.55 BULKCP24 100/Case $ 235.00 = $2.35/Pad $ 188.00 = $1.88/Pad
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Cut-Pile Wet/Dry Cleaning Pads: Our cut-pile pads are the first generation of microfiber pads created for floor care and are 
produced with an 80/20 poly/nylon extrusion for superior fiber separation. This cut-pile construction creates added surface friction when used 
wet to increase soil pick-up and removal compared to looped-pile surface pads. These pads are designed to be used dry for dust mopping or 
wet for damp mopping.

Color-Coded Microfiber Scrubber Mop Pads: Our Color-Coded Scrubber Pads are produced with an 80/20 split fiber 
microfiber yarn blend and contain polypropylene stripes for additional abrasion. These pads are designed to be used with either 
of our Aluminum Microfiber hook and loop frames. These pads are designed with a combination of plush cut-pile microfiber yarn 
for good surface friction and absorption and polypropylene stripes to increase scrubbing action while reducing drag and fatigue 
to the user. 

FLAWLESS CLEAN MICROFIBER MOP PADS

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” PURCLN18B $ 4.39 BULK-PURCLN18B 100/Case $ 382.00 = $3.82/Pad $ 344.00 = $3.44/Pad

18” PURCLN18G $ 4.39 BULK-PURCLN18G 100/Case $ 382.00 = $3.82/Pad $ 344.00 = $3.44/Pad

Flawless Clean Microfiber Mop Pads: These Striped cleaning pads in Blue and Green colors are constructed with an 80/20 blend 
microfiber material. These pads are 19” in length by 5¼” in width to fit both of our aluminum microfiber frame options.

HYGIENE MICROFIBER MOP PADS

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” HYGIENE18B $ 3.25 BULK-HYGIENE18B 100/Case $ 289.00 = $2.89/Pad $ 253.00 = $2.53/Pad

18” HYGIENE18GF $ 4.25 BULK-HYGIENE18GF 100/Case $ 377.00 = $3.77/Pad $ 330.00 = $3.30/Pad

Hygiene Microfiber Mop Pads: The blue Microfiber wet mop pad features an 80/20 blend microfiber material with a polypropylene   
pattern. The green microfiber dust mop pad consists of an 80/20 blend microfiber with fringe yarn. Product measures 19” long x 5¼”.

MICROFIBER DUST MOP PADS WITH FRINGE YARN

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” MFR18BF $ 3.30 BULKFR18BF 50/Case $ 150.50 = $3.01/Pad $ 121.00 = $2.42/Pad

24” MFR24BF $ 4.20 BULKFR24BF 50/Case $ 194.50 = $3.89/Pad $ 156.00 = $3.12/Pad

36” MFR36BF $ 6.00 BULKFR36BF 50/Case $ 267.50 = $5.35/Pad $ 220.00 = $4.40/Pad

48” MFR48BF $ 7.30 BULKFR48BF 50/Case $ 327.50 = $6.55/Pad $ 283.50 = $5.67/Pad

Microfiber Dust Mop Pad with Fringe Yarn: Our microfiber dust mop pads are constructed with the same superior cut-pile 
fabric as our cut-pile wet/dry cleaning pads which are an 80/20 poly/nylon microfiber yarn blend. The fringe yarn is constructed with the same 
high-quality split fiber yarn for added dust attraction and containment. This 100% synthetic yarn blend allows for dust pick and retention 
through static attraction and eliminates the need for mop treatment. This product is energy efficient and will require less than 25% of the 
energy needed to wash and dry most traditional style dust mops. These pads contain a double sewn construction for added durability.



MICROFIBER SCRUBBER PADS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” MSCRB18 $ 3.80 BULK18SCRB 50/Case $ 176.50 = $3.53/Pad $ 142.00 = $2.84/Pad

24” MSCRB24 $ 4.85 BULK24SCRB 50/Case $ 225.00 = $4.50/Pad $ 190.00 = $3.80/Pad

MICROFIBER FINISH PADS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” MFIN18 $ 4.25 BULK18FIN 25/Case $ 96.25 = $3.85/Pad $ 77.75 = $3.11/Pad

24” MFIN24 $ 5.80 BULK24FIN 25/Case $ 133.75 = $5.35/Pad $ 104.25 = $4.17/Pad

MICROFIBER RECHARGING BUCKETS

COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICING

RED RBUCKET-RED $ 35.95 BULK-RBUCKET-RED 10/Case $280.00 = $28.00/Each $ 252.00 = $25.20/Each

GRAY RBUCKET-GRAY $ 35.95 BULK-RBUCKET-GRAY 10/Case $280.00 = $28.00/Each $ 252.00 = $25.20/Each

GRAY R-BUCKET-Seive $ 35.95 BULK-RBUCKET-Sieve 10/Case $280.00 = $28.00/Each $ 252.00 = $25.20/Each

Microfiber Scrubber Pads: Our microfiber scrubber pad is constructed with a looped-pile 80/20 microfiber yarn blend and 
looped-pile polypropylene scrubbing strips for aggressive abrasive action. The balanced weave allows for soil to be loosened by the 
scrub strips and picked up and retained by the microfiber yarns. The center construction eliminates the traditional foam and adds a 
layer of absorbent microfiber fabric for better absorbency and slower release.

Microfiber Finish Pads: Our microfiber finish pad is constructed with a 100% continuous filament synthetic microfiber yarn 
which provides for a lint-free smooth finish. There are many advantages to laying floor finish with this product as compared to tradi-
tional finish mops which include less wasted finish, reduced fatigue, and more contained finishing for cleaner baseboards. Just pour a 
bead of finish on the floor and easily spread it out in your desired thickness.

Microfiber Recharging Buckets: These durable microfiber recharging buckets are for wetting microfiber pads prior to 
use. These buckets are standard and will fit on most maid carts and will hold up to 6 gallons of cleaning solution or approximately 20 
cleaning pads depending on the type of pad being treated. Lids seal tightly, and these buckets are available in gray or red colors for 
color coding systems. 
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DISPOSABLE MICROFIBER MOP PADS

SIZE
PACK OF 10 BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” DMP17W $ 8.50 = $0.85/Pad BULKDMP17W 200/Case $ 150.00 = $0.75/Pad $ 132.00 = $0.66/Pad

18” NA NA BULK-ECODMP17W 200/Case $ 60.00 = $0.30/Pad $ 54.00 = $0.27/Pad

Disposable Microfiber Mop Pads: Our disposable microfiber pad is designed using an 80/20 blend woven microfiber material 
for superior absorbency and dirt and dust pick up and removal. Disposable microfiber pads are a great choice for hospitals, schools, 
or industrial situations where you don’t want to launder the particles being picked up, or very limited contact by the user is important. 
These pads are 5 3/4” wide by 17” long and made to fit our 18” channel frame perfectly. This pad can be used with bleach or cleaning 
agents, and will out perform other disposable product in the market. Just use and dispose of them for simple and effective sanitation 
cleaning.

TRUE MICROFIBER FINISH PADS

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” MFPGR18 $ 2.75 BULK-MFPGR18 100/Case $ 244.00 = $2.44/Pad $ 214.00 = $2.14/Pad

True Microfiber Finish Pads: These are made to an 18” length with no oversizing to be used laying floor finish, concrete stain, 
hardeners. Most microfiber pads are oversized to allow for heat shrinkage that normally results from the laundering of all microfiber 
products. This oversizing leaves a portion of the pad hanging over the outsides of the hook and loop frame, which can be a problem 
when laying floor finish as you will not get even pressure across the entire length of the pad. This pad will not have to be pre-laundered 
and will fit your frame perfectly delivering smooth, even results on the floor. Constructed with an 80/20 blend looped end microfiber 
material like our other flat finish mops, you can count on great results.



MICROFIBER HOOK AND LOOP PAD HARDWARE

ALUMINUM CHANNEL FRAMES

DESCRIPTION SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QUANTITY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

10” MFRM10 $ 5.15 BULKFRM10 50/Case $ 242.50 = $4.85/Frame $ 197.50 = $3.95/Frame

16” MFRM18 $ 5.85 BULKFRM18 50/Case $ 270.00 = $5.40/Frame $ 230.00 = $4.60/Frame

24” MFRM24 $ 7.10 BULKFRM24 24/Case $ 157.20 = $6.55/Frame $ 134.40 = $5.60/Frame

36” MFRM36 $ 9.75 BULKFRM36 24/Case $ 216.00 = $9.00/Frame $ 183.60 = $7.65/Frame

48” MFRM48 $ 12.63 BULKFRM48 24/Case $ 272.40 = $11.35/Frame $ 228.00 = $9.50/Frame

ALUMINUM FLAT FRAMES

DESCRIPTION SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QUANTITY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” FFM18 $ 7.50 BULKFFM18 50/Case $ 345.00 = $6.90/Frame $ 295.00 = $5.90/Frame

24” FFM24 $ 8.85 BULKFFM24 24/Case $ 199.20 = $8.30/Frame $ 171.60 = $7.15/Frame

36” FFM36 $ 11.70 BULKFFM36 24/Case $ 262.80 = $10.95/Frame $ 223.20 = $9.30/Frame

48” FFM48 $ 14.85 BULKFFM48 24/Case $ 327.60 = $13.65/Frame $ 273.60 = $11.40/Frame

ALUMINUM HANDLES

LENGTH/STYLE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QUANTITY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

72” Extension Handle MHDL72 $ 5.95 BULKMHDL72 25/Case $ 137.50 = $5.50/Handle $ 116.25 = $4.65/Handle

59” Solid 1-pc Handle MSTR59 $ 5.50 BULKMSTR59 24/Case $ 115.20 = $4.80/Handle $ 96.00 = $4.00/Handle

8’ 2-pc Extension Handle ME28HDL $ 12.15 BULKME28HDL 12/Case $ 132.60 = $11.05/Handle $ 103.20 = $8.60/Handle

14’ 3-pc Extension Handle ME314HDL $ 21.05 BULKME314HDL 12/Case $ 229.80 = $19.15/Handle $ 179.40 = $14.95/Handle

Aluminum Channel Frames: Our microfiber aluminum channel frames are produced from lightweight, high-strength 
aluminum.  The design of our channel frame allows for balanced weight distribution over the pad to allow maximum and 
even pressure across the mopping application. Our channel frames are constructed with hook and loop strips that are 
riveted and glued in, to provide easy use and durability. These units are designed to fit any of our aluminum handle options 
at the bottom of this page.

Aluminum Flat Frames: Our microfiber aluminum flat frames are produced from lightweight, high-strength aluminum. 
The flat surface on these frames assists in shedding excess cleaning solution when used in cleaning systems with recharging 
buckets. These flat frames are 3.75” wide and designed to fit all types of microfiber flat mops. These are low profile frames that 
will clean under obstacles less than 2” high depending on the type of microfiber pad being used. These flat frames come with 
rounded molded plastic end caps to reduce impact and potential damage to baseboards and other objects. The two hook and 
loop strips on these units are double locked with glue and again with industrial rivets to prevent premature wear and provide 
a long service life. These units are designed to fit any of our aluminum handle options at the bottom of this page.
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Aluminum Handles: We have a wide variety of industrial-grade aluminum handles to be used for our microfiber pad 
frames. These aluminum handles come in the following lengths 59”, 72” extendable, 8’ extendable and 14’ extendable. All 
of these handle options will easily attach to both styles of Aluminum frames, as well as our duster options, and our other 
flat mop style bases.



MICROFIBER TERRY CLOTHS - 16” X 16” 300GSM

COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

MFT16BK-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16BK 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16B-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16B 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16G-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16G 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16R-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16R 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16Y-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16Y 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16PK-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16PK 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16PL-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16PL 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16O-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16O 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16W-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16W 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16GY-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16GY 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16BY-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16BY 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MFT16BN-Dozen 12/Bag $ 8.68 = $0.73/Cloth BULK16BN 204/Case $ 132.94 = $0.66/Cloth $ 110.84 = $0.55/Cloth

MICROFIBER CLEANING CLOTHS

General Purpose Microfiber Terry Cloths - 16”x16” 300gsm: Our general purpose dusting and cleaning cloths 
are produced from a 300 gram per square meter fabric and contain an 80/20 poly/nylon extrusion with great split fiber results. These 
cloths contain a terry type cut-pile surface and will grab and hold dust and soil through friction and static attraction. These cloths can be 
laundered 300-500 times depending on the use conditions, and are energy efficient in processing. These cloths provide a natural bacteria 
resistance because they contain 100% synthetic fibers and allow good cleaning without the use of chemicals. The greatest strength of this 
cloth is the cut-pile surface yarn which grabs and holds the dust soil particles in cleaning. These cloths are available in 13 different colors 
and are perfect for color-coded identification systems.

Direct Mop Sales offers some of the highest quality cleaning cloths you can find, with each cloth being great at any single cleaning application, 
but all having the ability to be used universally in your cleaning process. Cloth cleaning can generally be classified into three basic areas: Cut Pile 
General Dusting and Cleaning, Looped Pile Glass and Window Cleaning, and Aggressive Scrub Cleaning. There is not any one cloth that is great 
in all of these types of cleaning, so we offer several variations and in several colors for color coding purposes in each type. All of our microfiber 
cloths can be custom printed with your logo and specific company information for property identification, use identification and marketing 
purposes or an additional cost. 
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Heavy Microfiber Terry Cloths-16”x16” 400gsm: These terry microfiber cloths are our heaviest weight 
microfiber cloths and are produced from 400 gsm weight specifications, an 80/20 blend of split-fiber Polyester and 
Polymide, and are 16” x 16” in size. This additional 30+% weight increase over the standard 300 gsm cloths in the 
market will increase performance as well as extend product life an equal percentage based on use Conditions and 
processing techniques. These heavier cloths are ideal for healthcare applications, general cleaning applications, Car 
detailing, or in any application where use conditions allow for extended product life. 

Light-Weight Microfiber Terry Cloths 16”x16” 200gsm: These are produced from the same 80/20 Poly/Nylon 
microfiber blend. This more economical microfiber cloth is ideal for cleaning situations where the life of the cloth is 
expected to be shorter and not worth the investment in a higher quality microfiber cloth or for distribution situations 
where you are trying to meet a price and not a specific quality of cloth. You should expect this 200gsm microfiber 
cloth to have a life expectancy of around 25% less than standard 300gsm cloths when subject to similar use and 
processing conditions.

LIGHT-WEIGHT MICROFIBER TERRY CLOTHS - 16” X 16” 200GSM

COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

MLW16BK-200-DZ 12/Bag $ 6.84 = $0.57/Cloth BULKMLW16BK-200 300/Case $ 150.00 = $0.50/Cloth $ 132.00 = $0.44/Cloth

MLW16B-200-DZ 12/Bag $ 6.84 = $0.57/Cloth BULKMLW16B-200 300/Case $ 150.00 = $0.50/Cloth $ 132.00 = $0.44/Cloth

MLW16G-200-DZ 12/Bag $ 6.84 = $0.57/Cloth BULKMLW16G-200 300/Case $ 150.00 = $0.50/Cloth $ 132.00 = $0.44/Cloth

MLW16R-200-DZ 12/Bag $ 6.84 = $0.57/Cloth BULKMLW16R-200 300/Case $ 150.00 = $0.50/Cloth $ 132.00 = $0.44/Cloth

MLW16Y-200-DZ 12/Bag $ 6.84 = $0.57/Cloth BULKMLW16Y-200 300/Case $ 150.00 = $0.50/Cloth $ 132.00 = $0.44/Cloth

MLW16W-200-DZ 12/Bag $ 6.84 = $0.57/Cloth BULKMLW16W-200 300/Case $ 150.00 = $0.50/Cloth $ 132.00 = $0.44/Cloth

HEAVY MICROFIBER TERRY CLOTHS - 16” X 16” 400GSM

COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

HVY400-BL-DZ 12/Bag $ 11.40 = $0.95/Cloth HVY400-BL-BULK 180/Case $ 154.80 = $0.86/Cloth $ 127.80 = $0.71/Cloth

HVY400-GN-DZ 12/Bag $ 11.40 = $0.95/Cloth HVY400-GN-BULK 180/Case $ 154.80 = $0.86/Cloth $ 127.80 = $0.71/Cloth

HVY400-RD-DZ 12/Bag $ 11.40 = $0.95/Cloth HVY400-RD-BULK 180/Case $ 154.80 = $0.86/Cloth $ 127.80 = $0.71/Cloth

HVY400-YW-DZ 12/Bag $ 11.40 = $0.95/Cloth HVY400-YW-BULK 180/Case $ 154.80 = $0.86/Cloth $ 127.80 = $0.71/Cloth
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Blue (B)
Black (BK)
Green (G)

Red (R)
Yellow (Y)
White (W)

Colors Available:

Blue (B)
Yellow (Y)
Green (G)
Pink (PK)

Colors Available:

LIGHT-WEIGHT MICROFIBER TERRY CLOTHS - 12” X 12” 200GSM

SIZE WEIGHT
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

12”x12” 200GSM EMC1212_-DZ 12/Bag $ 4.80 = $0.40/Cloth BEMC12_-BULK 480/Case $ 168.00 = $0.35/Cloth $ 144.00 = $0.30/Cloth

MICROFIBER TEXTURED GLASS CLEANING CLOTHS - 16” X 16”

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

16”x16” MGL16_-DZ 12/Bag $ 12.48 = $1.04/Cloth BULKMGL16_ 204/Case $ 191.76 = $0.94/Cloth $ 171.36 = $0.84/Cloth
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SUEDE MICROFIBER CLOTHS

SIZE COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

16”x16” Blue MSUD16B-DZ 12/Bag $ 11.16 = $0.93/Cloth BULKMSUD16B 204/Case $ 175.44 = $0.86/Cloth $ 150.96 = $0.74/Cloth

16”x16” Green MSUD16G-DZ 12/Bag $ 11.16 = $0.93/Cloth BULKMSUD16G 204/Case $ 175.44 = $0.86/Cloth $ 150.96 = $0.74/Cloth

Blue (B)
Green (G)
Yellow (Y)
Red (R)

Colors Available:

GENERAL PURPOSE MICROFIBER TERRY CLOTHS - 12” X 12” 300GSM

SIZE WEIGHT
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

12”x12” 300GSM MFT1212_-300-DZ 12/Bag $ 6.58 = $0.55/Cloth BULKMFT1212_-300 300/Case $ 141.00 = $0.47/Cloth $ 117.00 = $0.39/Cloth

General Purpose Microfiber Terry Cloths 12”x12” 300gsm: Microfiber cloths are more efficient and durable 
than traditional cleaning cloths. These Microfiber cleaning cloths contain a plush surface pile which is the quality needed for 
attracting and holding dust and for absorbency. These Terry Microfiber Cloths are 12” x 12” in size and produced from an 80/20 
split microfiber blend at a 300gsm weight specification. 

Light-Weight Microfiber Terry Cloths - 12”x12” 200gsm: Our economy microfiber cloths are best used in 
applications where a good microfiber cloth is important and the life expectancy is several hundred processing, but less than 
full weight microfiber cloths. These microfiber cloths are produced 
from a 200gsm 80/20 blend microfiber material and are 12” x 12” in size 
specification. These are the lowest cost microfiber cloths we have to 
offer and are a great value if your life expectancy of the cloth is less than 
several hundred launderings.

Microfiber Textured Glass Cleaning Cloths: Our microfiber textured glass cleaning 
cloths are produced with a closed weave fabric that incorporates square ridges on the surface 
of the cloth for added absorbency and abrasive cleaning. These cloths are produced from an 
80/20 poly/nylon microfiber split-fiber extrusion. The closed pile weave allows for glass cleaning 
that is speckless, spotless and streakless. This is a good cloth for cleaning that requires good 
abrasion, but the greatest strength of these cloths is perfect glass cleaning.

Suede Microfiber Cloths: These Suede Microfiber Cloths are produced with a brushed surface pile 
giving them a soft chamois feel. This type of cloth does an excellent job polishing, dusting, glass cleaning 
or general purpose applications where you want a soft cloth that will reduce the potential to scratch 
delicate surfaces while cleaning. This cloth is available in a 16” x 16” size and two colors. This cloth is a 
closed weave cloth with a brushed surface pile and will hold up to hundreds of launderings.
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MICROFIBER SMOOTH GLASS CLOTHS - 16” X 16”

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

16”x16” MSG16B-DZ 12/Bag $ 9.72 = $0.81/Cloth BULKMSG16B 204/Case $ 153.00 = $0.75/Cloth $ 124.44 = $0.61/Cloth

Microfiber Smooth Glass Cleaning Cloth: Our smooth microfiber glass cleaning cloth is constructed with 80/20 
microfiber blend. This cloth provides a streak-free finish on glass. With the smooth surface pile, users 
eliminate the potential for holding dirt and debris on the cloth.

MICROFIBER MESH SCRUB CLOTHS

SIZE COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

16”x16” Blue MFT1616SRB-B-DZ 12/Bag $ 8.40 = $0.70/Cloth BULKMFT1616SRB-B 204/Case $ 128.52 = $0.63/Cloth $ 114.24 = $0.56/Cloth

8”x16” Blue MFT816SRB-B-DZ 12/Bag $ 7.08 = $0.59/Cloth BULKMFT816SRB-B 240/Case $ 127.20 = $0.53/Cloth $ 112.80 = $0.47/Cloth

8”x16” Pink MFT816SRB-P-DZ 12/Bag $ 7.08 = $0.59/Cloth BULKMFT816SRB-P 240/Case $ 127.20 = $0.53/Cloth $ 112.80 = $0.47/Cloth

8”x16” Yellow MFT816SRB-Y-DZ 12/Bag $ 7.08 = $0.59/Cloth BULKMFT816SRB-Y 240/Case $ 127.20 = $0.53/Cloth $ 112.80 = $0.47/Cloth

MICROFIBER COMBINATION CLOTHS - 12” X 12”

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

12”x12” MCC12_-DZ 12/Bag $ 13.56 = $1.13/Cloth BULKMCC12_ 120/Case $ 124.80 = $1.04/Cloth $ 104.40 = $0.87/Cloth

Blue (B)
Gray (G)
Red (R)

Colors Available:
MICROFIBER HONEYCOMB GLASS COTHS - 16” X 16”

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # QTY PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

16”x16” UWW16_-DZ 12/Bag $ 12.84 = $1.07/Cloth BULKUWW16_ 204/Case $ 208.08 = $1.02/Cloth $ 187.68 = $0.92/Cloth

Microfiber Mesh Scrub Cloths: Our microfiber scrub cloths are constructed with an 
80/20 poly/nylon microfiber split-fiber yarn that is knitted into a double-sided mesh fabric 
which is interlocked in the center to prevent separation. The mesh type construction allows 
for more abrasion with less effort required than when you use a less aggressive cloth.

Combination Microfiber Cloths:  Our Combination Microfiber cloths are constructed 
with an 80/20 terry microfiber yarn blend on one side and polypropylene loops on the 
other. These combinations allow the cloth to be absorbent while providing the most 
abrasive cloth on the market. This is a great microfiber replacement to traditional bacterial 
breeding scouring sponges.

Microfiber HoneyComb Glass Cloths: These are a 400gsm 80/20 blend closed loop cloth
designed for glass cleaning applications. The waffle type weave allows for some abrasion in the 
glass cleaning process, for easy use and effective non-streaking results. This compressed waffle 
weave design eliminates the snags and rips that are often found with earlier versions of waffle 
weave materials. 

Microfiber Bar Towels: These are produced with an 80/20 split Microfiber blend with 100% 
synthetic fibers. The soft surface pile is produced with a double-sided ribbed knit pattern for 
additional abrasion without scratching surfaces. They include a color-coded stripe approximately 
½” wide in the center of the cloth. These will be a great long life, bacteria resistant option to     
traditional cotton blend bar towels.

Blue (B)
Green (G)
Red (R)
Yellow (Y)

Colors Available:

MICROFIBER BAR TOWELS

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PACKAGING PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

15” x 17” MBM1517G-DZ 12/Bag $ 8.16 = $0.68/Cloth BULKMBM1517G 204/Case $ 122.40 = $0.60/Cloth $ 104.04 = $0.51/Cloth



MICROFIBER HI-DUSTERS WITH FLEXIBLE WAND

DESCRIPTION
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

20” Blue Sleeve MHDS20 $ 3.70 BULKMHDS20 100/Case $ 340.00 = $3.40/Sleeve $ 275.00 = $2.75/Sleeve

20” Chenille Sleeve MHDS23B-CHEN $ 3.30 BULK23B-CHEN 100/Case $ 300.00 = $3.00/Sleeve $ 250.00 = $2.50/Sleeve

29” Flexible Wand MHDW29 $ 3.25 BULKMHDW29 50/Case $ 150.00 = $3.00/Wand $ 125.00 = $2.50/Wand

72” Extension Handle MHDL72 $ 5.95 BULKMHDL72 25/Case $ 137.50 = $5.50/Handle $ 116.25 = $4.65/Handle

MICROFIBER STATIC DUSTERS

DESCRIPTION
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

28” - 40” Microfiber Static 
Duster -- Assorted Colors PSTD28 $ 1.80 BULKPSTD28 50/Case $ 75.00 = $1.50/Duster $ 62.00 = $1.24/Duster

MICROFIBER FILAMENT YARN DUSTERS WITH FLEXIBLE WAND

DESCRIPTION
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

12” Fila Sleeve MBFD12 $ 3.00 BULKMBFD12 100/Case $ 280.00 = $2.80/Sleeve $ 225.00 = $2.25/Sleeve

18” Flexible Wand MFD18W $ 2.80 BULKMFD18W 50/Case $ 130.00 = $2.60/Wand $ 102.50 = $2.05/Wand

72” Extension Handle MHDL72 $ 5.95 BULKMHDL72 25/Case $ 137.50 = $5.50/Handle $ 116.25 = $4.65/Handle

MICROFIBER STATIC DUST COVERS

COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

Blue MDC14B $ 1.65 BULKMDC14B 200/Case $ 300.00 = $1.50/Cover $ 260.00 = $1.30/Cover

Green MDC14G $ 1.65 BULKMDC14G 200/Case $ 300.00 = $1.50/Cover $ 260.00 = $1.30/Cover

MICROFIBER DUSTERS
Microfiber Hi-Duster with Flexible Wand: Our microfiber Hi-Duster sleeve is constructed with a dense pile 
of 1/2” extended length cut-pile microfiber yarn which is an 80/20 poly/nylon extrusion blend. The sleeve securely 
fastens to our Hi-Duster flexible wand which can be bent into different angles to allow cleaning in those hard to 
reach areas and cleaning of odd-shaped surfaces. The sleeve and wand can be used by themselves and clean nearly 
anything within the 29” length of the Hi-Duster plastic handle. The end of the flexible wand handle is designed to 
attach to the end of our 72” aluminum extension handle to allow for additional high area cleaning.

Microfiber Static Dusters: These are produced with Microfiber and Polypropylene blended synthetic 
fibers and include a plastic extension handle that allows the product to extend from 28” to 40” in length. 
The total fiber head length is 11” and is produced with a flexible wire core that allows the head to be bent 
around objects for better cleaning. Perfect for tight cleaning areas like blinds and keyboards where the 
soft fibers can attract the dust without scratching or damaging the surface. With the Microfiber filaments, 
these dusters grab and hold dust far better than traditional static dusters.

Microfiber Filament Yarn Dusters: Our Microfiber Fila-Duster sleeve is produced with Blue 5” long extruded
microfiber filament yarn that allows for better cleaning in cracks, crevices or flat surfaces. This high profile
filament yarn attracts and holds dust like a magnet. The Fila-Duster sleeve is launderable. This sleeve contains a plastic 
snap closure at the end to tighten it onto the flexible wand that can be shaped for cleaning irregular surfaces. The 
handle on the wand can be disconnected to allow for extension handles to be attached for higher cleaning. 

Microfiber Static Dust Covers: Our microfiber static dust cover will lengthen the life of your static duster by 
providing a durable microfiber cover that can be laundered hundreds of times and provide superior dust pick up. 
Available in blue or green colors and a hook and loop closure to ensure a tight fit.
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CARPET BONNETS
Microfiber Carpet Bonnets: Both of our Microfiber Carpet Bonnets are double sided and produced using a 
twisted closed looped pile microfiber material with the addition of polypropylene scrub stripes in the Scrubber 
Bonnet for increased aggression. The microfiber yarn blend in both bonnets is constructed using an 80/20 blend, 
which is the best ratio combination for chemical resistance and performance on the widest range of carpeting. 
These bonnets are very absorbent and will do a great job of picking up and holding the carpet soil while reducing the 
amount of water and chemicals needed while cleaning. Machine Washable. 

MICROFIBER BLUE TWISTED LOOP CARPET BONNETS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

8” MCB8B $ 4.60 BULKMCB8B 24/Case $ 100.56 = $4.19/Bonnet $ 80.64 = $3.36/Bonnet

13” MCB13B $ 7.30 BULKMCB13B 20/Case $ 133.60 = $6.68/Bonnet $ 106.80 = $5.34/Bonnet

15” MCB15B $ 9.50 BULKMCB15B 20/Case $ 173.80 = $8.69/Bonnet $ 139.20 = $6.96/Bonnet

17” MCB17B $ 11.30 BULKMCB17B 20/Case $ 207.40 = $10.37/Bonnet $ 166.00 = $8.30/Bonnet

19” MCB19B $ 12.60 BULKMCB19B 20/Case $ 231.00 = $11.55/Bonnet $ 184.80 = $9.24/Bonnet

21” MCB21B $ 14.50 BULKMCB21B 20/Case $ 275.80 = $13.79/Bonnet $ 234.40 = $11.72/Bonnet

MICROFIBER CARPET BONNETS WITH SCRUB STRIPS
8” MICROCB8 $ 5.00 BULKMICROCB8 24/Case $ 102.00 = $4.25/Bonnet $ 90.00 = $3.75/Bonnet

13” MICROCB13 $ 11.35 BULKMICROCB13 20/Case $ 162.60 = $8.13/Bonnet $ 130.20 = $6.51/Bonnet

15” MICROCB15 $ 11.85 BULKMICROCB15 20/Case $ 214.00 = $10.70/Bonnet $ 171.20 = $8.56/Bonnet

17” MICROCB17 $ 13.40 BULKMICROCB17 20/Case $ 246.40 = $12.32/Bonnet $ 209.60 = $10.48/Bonnet

19” MICROCB19 $ 15.05 BULKMICROCB19 20/Case $ 276.80 = $13.84/Bonnet $ 235.20 = $11.76/Bonnet

21” MICROCB21 $ 16.95 BULKMICROCB21 20/Case $ 311.80 = $15.59/Bonnet $ 265.00 = $13.25/Bonnet

SYNTHETIC BLEND LOW PROFILE CARPET BONNETS WITH SCRUB STRIPS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

13” NBP13G $ 11.35 BULKNBP13G 12/Case $ 125.16 = $10.43/Bonnet $ 106.80 = $8.90/Bonnet

15” NBP15G $ 12.35 BULKNBP15G 12/Case $ 136.20 = $11.35/Bonnet $ 115.80 = $9.65/Bonnet

17” NBP17G $ 13.65 BULKNBP17G 12/Case $ 150.60 = $12.55/Bonnet $ 128.40 = $10.70/Bonnet

19” NBP19G $ 15.95 BULKNBP19G 12/Case $ 175.80 = $14.65/Bonnet $ 149.52 = $12.46/Bonnet

21” NBP21G $ 19.35 BULKNBP21G 12/Case $ 213.60 = $17.80/Bonnet $ 181.80 = $15.15/Bonnet

Synthetic Blend Low Profile Carpet Bonnets with Scrub Strips: This two-sided Carpet Bonnet is 
constructed with a fine count synthetic yarn blend for the right balance of abrasion and absorbency. These Carpet 
Bonnet pads include Green polypropylene scrub strips for added abrasion and are designed to aggressively loosen 
carpet soil and lift it away from the carpet surface. Designed to mount easily to any standard machine pad driver.

Nylon White Bonnets: This all-white bonnet is constructed using a fine count full synthetic yarn blend making 
it highly durable and extremely absorbent. Very similar to our synthetic scrub bonnets without the scrub strips to 
reduce aggression, these pads will mount easily to any standard machine pad driver. 

NYLON WHITE BONNETS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

17” NWB17 $ 13.40 BULK-NWB17 12/Case $ 147.84 = $12.32/Bonnet $ 125.76 = $10.48/Bonnet

19” NWB19 $ 15.05 BULK-NWB19 12/Case $ 166.08 = $13.84/Bonnet $ 141.12 = $11.76/Bonnet

21” NWB21 $ 16.95 BULK-NWB21 12/Case $ 187.08 = $15.59/Bonnet $ 159.00 = $13.25/Bonnet



RAYON LOW PROFILE CARPET BONNETS WITH SCRUB STRIPS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

13” SP13G $ 11.35 BULKSP13G 12/Case $ 125.16 = $10.43/Bonnet $ 106.44 = $8.87/Bonnet

15” SP15G $ 11.85 BULKSP15G 12/Case $ 130.80 = $10.90/Bonnet $ 113.76 = $9.48/Bonnet

17” SP17G $ 13.40 BULKSP17G 12/Case $ 147.96 = $12.33/Bonnet $ 133.20 = $11.10/Bonnet

19” SP19G $ 15.05 BULKSP19G 12/Case $ 166.08 = $13.84/Bonnet $ 149.52 = $12.46/Bonnet

21” SP21G $ 16.95 BULKSP21G 12/Case $ 187.08 = $15.59/Bonnet $ 168.36 = $14.03/Bonnet

Rayon Low Profile Carpet Bonnets with Scrub Strips: This Carpet Bonnet is constructed with a fine count 
rayon yarn blend for the right balance for abrasion and absorbency. These Carpet Bonnet pads include green 
polypropylene scrub strips for added abrasion and are designed to aggressively loosen carpet soil and lift it away 
from the carpet surface.

RAYON HIGH PROFILE CARPET BONNETS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

7” ASP7-RAY $ 7.20 BULKASP7-RAY 24/Case $ 159.60 = $6.65/Bonnet $ 143.76 = $5.99/Bonnet

13” SP13 $ 10.60 BULKSP13 20/Case $ 195.20 = $9.76/Bonnet $ 156.20 = $7.81/Bonnet

15” SP15 $ 11.00 BULKSP15 20/Case $ 203.00 = $10.15/Bonnet $ 162.40 = $8.12/Bonnet

17” SP17 $ 12.25 BULKSP17 20/Case $ 225.00 = $11.25/Bonnet $ 194.20 = $9.71/Bonnet

19” SP19 $ 13.95 BULKSP19 20/Case $ 256.40 = $12.82/Bonnet $ 220.20 = $11.01/Bonnet

21” SP21 $ 15.80 BULKSP21 20/Case $ 291.00 = $14.55/Bonnet $ 247.40 = $12.37/Bonnet

Cotton Carpet Bonnets: Made using the same twisted loop production as our industry-leading closed-loop 
dust mops, this cotton/synthetic blend yarn will offer superior dirt pick up and extraction from the heaviest soiled 
conditions. With a double-sided spiral stitched construction, you will find that this bonnet provides the necessary life 
span, absorbency, and dirt pick up that you need for the toughest jobs out there.
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Rayon High Profile Carpet Bonnets: This Carpet Bonnet is constructed with a fine count rayon yarn blend for 
the right balance for abrasion and absorbency. These Carpet Bonnet pads are designed to aggressively loosen carpet 
soil and lift it away from the carpet surface.

COTTON CARPET BONNETS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

7” SP7-CTN $ 7.20 BULKSP7-CTN 24/Case $ 159.60 = $6.65/Bonnet $ 143.76 = $5.99/Bonnet

13” SP13-CTN $ 10.60 BULKSP13-CTN 20/Case $ 195.20 = $9.76/Bonnet $ 156.20 = $7.81/Bonnet

15” SP15-CTN $ 11.00 BULKSP15-CTN 20/Case $ 203.00 = $10.15/Bonnet $ 162.40 = $8.12/Bonnet

17” SP17-CTN $ 12.25 BULKSP17-CTN 20/Case $ 225.00 = $11.25/Bonnet $ 194.20 = $9.71/Bonnet

19” SP19-CTN $ 13.95 BULKSP19-CTN 20/Case $ 256.40 = $12.82/Bonnet $ 220.20 = $11.01/Bonnet

21” SP21-CTN $ 16.90 BULKSP21-CTN 20/Case $ 291.00 = $14.55/Bonnet $ 247.40 = $12.37/Bonnet



CLOSED LOOP HEAVY DUTY DUST MOPS

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” DHDB518 $ 5.25 BULKDHDB518 18/Case $ 86.76 = $4.82/Dust Mop $ 60.12 = $3.34/Dust Mop

24” DHDB524 $ 6.60 BULKDHDB524 18/Case $ 109.44 = $6.08/Dust Mop $ 71.10 = $3.95/Dust Mop

36” DHDB536 $ 8.80 BULKDHDB536 12/Case $ 97.44 = $8.12/Dust Mop $ 67.08 = $5.59/Dust Mop

48” DHDB548 $ 11.25 BULKDHDB548 12/Case $ 124.32 = $10.36/Dust Mop $ 86.04 = $7.17/Dust Mop

60” DHDB560 $ 13.80 BULKDHDB560 12/Case $ 152.76 = $12.73/Dust Mop $ 107.04 = $8.92/Dust Mop

18” DHDW518 $ 4.50 BULKDHDW518 18/Case $ 74.70 = $4.15/Dust Mop $ 60.12 = $3.34/Dust Mop

24” DHDW524 $ 5.30 BULKDHDW524 18/Case $ 88.02 = $4.89/Dust Mop $ 71.10 = $3.95/Dust Mop

36” DHDW536 $ 7.45 BULKDHDW536 12/Case $ 82.44 = $6.87/Dust Mop $ 67.08 = $5.59/Dust Mop

48” DHDW548 $ 9.60 BULKDHDW548 12/Case $ 106.32 = $8.86/Dust Mop $ 86.04 = $7.17/Dust Mop

60” DHDW560 $ 11.90 BULKDHDW560 12/Case $ 131.40 = $10.95/Dust Mop $ 107.04 = $8.92/Dust Mop

18” DHDR518 $ 5.25 BULKDHDR518 18/Case $ 86.76 = $4.82/Dust Mop $ 60.12 = $3.34/Dust Mop

24” DHDR524 $ 6.60 BULKDHDR524 18/Case $ 109.44 = $6.08/Dust Mop $ 71.10 = $3.95/Dust Mop

36” DHDR536 $ 8.80 BULKDHDR536 12/Case $ 97.44 = $8.12/Dust Mop $ 67.08 = $5.59/Dust Mop

48” DHDR548 $ 11.25 BULKDHDR548 12/Case $ 124.32 = $10.36/Dust Mop $ 86.04 = $7.17/Dust Mop

60” DHDR560 $ 13.80 BULKDHDR560 12/Case $ 152.76 = $12.73/Dust Mop $ 107.04 = $8.92/Dust Mop

18” DHDG518 $ 5.25 BULKDHDG518 18/Case $ 86.76 = $4.82/Dust Mop $ 60.12 = $3.34/Dust Mop

24” DHDG524 $ 6.60 BULKDHDG524 18/Case $ 109.44 = $6.08/Dust Mop $ 71.10 = $3.95/Dust Mop

36” DHDG536 $ 8.80 BULKDHDG536 12/Case $ 97.44 = $8.12/Dust Mop $ 67.08 = $5.59/Dust Mop

48” DHDG548 $ 11.25 BULKDHDG548 12/Case $ 124.32 = $10.36/Dust Mop $ 86.04 = $7.17/Dust Mop

60” DHDG560 $ 13.80 BULKDHDG560 12/Case $ 152.76 = $12.73/Dust Mop $ 107.04 = $8.92/Dust Mop

18” DHDY518 $ 5.25 BULKDHDY518 18/Case $ 86.76 = $4.82/Dust Mop $ 60.12 = $3.34/Dust Mop

24” DHDY524 $ 6.60 BULKDHDY524 18/Case $ 109.44 = $6.08/Dust Mop $ 71.10 = $3.95/Dust Mop

36” DHDY536 $ 8.80 BULKDHDY536 12/Case $ 97.44 = $8.12/Dust Mop $ 67.08 = $5.59/Dust Mop

48” DHDY548 $ 11.25 BULKDHDY548 12/Case $ 124.32 = $10.36/Dust Mop $ 86.04 = $7.17/Dust Mop

60” DHDY560 $ 13.80 BULKDHDY560 12/Case $ 152.76 = $12.73/Dust Mop $ 107.04 = $8.92/Dust Mop

18” DHDO518 $ 5.25 BULKDHDO518 18/Case $ 86.76 = $4.82/Dust Mop $ 60.12 = $3.34/Dust Mop

24” DHDO524 $ 6.60 BULKDHDO524 18/Case $ 109.44 = $6.08/Dust Mop $ 71.10 = $3.95/Dust Mop

36” DHDO536 $ 8.80 BULKDHDO536 12/Case $ 97.44 = $8.12/Dust Mop $ 67.08 = $5.59/Dust Mop

48” DHDO548 $ 11.25 BULKDHDO548 12/Case $ 124.32 = $10.36/Dust Mop $ 86.04 = $7.17/Dust Mop

60” DHDO560 $ 13.80 BULKDHDO560 12/Case $ 152.76 = $12.73/Dust Mop $ 107.04 = $8.92/Dust Mop

24” DHDP524 $ 6.60 BULKDHDP524 18/Case $ 109.44 = $6.08/Dust Mop $ 71.10 = $3.95/Dust Mop

36” DHDP536 $ 8.80 BULKDHDP536 12/Case $ 97.44 = $8.12/Dust Mop $ 67.08 = $5.59/Dust Mop

48” DHDP548 $ 11.25 BULKDHDP548 12/Case $ 124.32 = $10.36/Dust Mop $ 86.04 = $7.17/Dust Mop

60” DHDP560 $ 13.80 BULKDHDP560 12/Case $ 152.76 = $12.73/Dust Mop $ 107.04 = $8.92/Dust Mop

DUST MOPS

WEDGE DUST MOPS

DESCRIPTION
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

WHITE WEDGE DUST MOP DMW10W $ 2.35 BULKDMW10W 50/Case $ 105.00 = $2.10/Each $ 87.50 = $1.75/Each

BLUE WEDGE DUST MOP DMW10B $ 2.35 BULKDMW10B 50/Case $ 105.00 = $2.10/Each $ 87.50 = $1.75/Each

HANDLE & FRAME SET HFWM10 $ 7.85 BULKHFWM10 12/Case $ 84.60 = $7.05/Each $ 73.20 = $6.10/Each

Closed-Loop Heavy Duty Dust Mops: Our heavy-duty dust mops are industrial laundry grade and designed to provide superior 
performance and durability. The closed-looped synthetic yarn blend allows for repeated laundering without wear. This yarn will reduce the fire 
hazards associated with the drying of cut-end cotton yarns. The time required in the washing and drying of these dust mops will be ½ of what 
is required by most other mops. This mop allows for superior dust pick-up and retention and eliminates the need for mop treatment. Netting 
is not required for laundering this mop. 

Wedge Dust Mops: Wedge mop heads designed for use in those hard to reach areas and when you want to remove dust above floor 
level. Constructed with closed-loop yarn to make these the most durable and launderable wedge mops in the market. This yarn will reduce the 
fire hazards associated with the drying of cut-end cotton yarns. Available in white or blue. 
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MICROFIBER DUST MOPS

MICROFIBER DUST MOPS - TRADITIONALLY SEWN STYLE

COLOR SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

5” x 24” DMDM24B  $ 6.15 BULKDMDM24B 24/Case  $ 136.80 = $5.70/Dust Mop  $ 114.72 = $4.78/Dust Mop

5” x 36” DMDM36B  $ 8.95 BULKDMDM36B 24/Case  $ 198.00 = $8.25/Dust Mop  $ 166.56 = $6.94/Dust Mop

5” x 48” DMDM48B  $ 11.55 BULKDMDM48B 12/Case  $ 127.80 = $10.65/Dust Mop  $ 108.12 = $9.01/Dust Mop

INDUSTRIAL MICROFIBER CLOSED LOOP DUST MOPS

SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

5” x 18” DMDMCL18B  $ 4.33 BULKDMDMCL18B 24/Case  $ 89.52 = $3.73/Dust Mop  $ 74.88 = $3.12/Dust Mop

5” x 24” DMDMCL24B  $ 5.14 BULKDMDMCL24B 24/Case  $ 110.64 = $4.61/Dust Mop  $ 92.40 = $3.85/Dust Mop

5” x 36” DMDMCL36B  $ 7.05 BULKDMDMCL36B 24/Case  $ 151.68 = $6.32/Dust Mop  $ 126.96 = $5.29/Dust Mop

5” x 48” DMDMCL48B  $ 9.40 BULKDMDMCL48B 12/Case  $ 99.24 = $8.27/Dust Mop  $ 81.24 = $6.77/Dust Mop

5” x 60” DMDMCL60B  $ 11.83 BULKDMDMCL60B 12/Case  $ 124.92 = $10.41/Dust Mop  $ 105.96 = $8.83/Dust Mop

5” x 72” DMDMCL72B  $ 13.45 BULKDMDMCL72B 12/Case  $ 139.56 = $11.63/Dust Mop  $ 114.72 = $9.56/Dust Mop

5” x 18” DMDMCL18R  $ 4.33 BULKDMDMCL18R 24/Case  $ 89.52 = $3.73/Dust Mop  $ 74.88 = $3.12/Dust Mop

5” x 24” DMDMCL24R  $ 5.14 BULKDMDMCL24R 24/Case  $ 110.64 = $4.61/Dust Mop  $ 92.40 = $3.85/Dust Mop

5” x 36” DMDMCL36R  $ 7.05 BULKDMDMCL36R 24/Case  $ 151.68 = $6.32/Dust Mop  $ 126.96 = $5.29/Dust Mop

5” x 48” DMDMCL48R  $ 9.40 BULKDMDMCL48R 12/Case  $ 99.24 = $8.27/Dust Mop  $ 81.24 = $6.77/Dust Mop

5” x 60” DMDMCL60R  $ 11.83 BULKDMDMCL60R 12/Case  $ 124.92 = $10.41/Dust Mop  $ 105.96 = $8.83/Dust Mop

5” x 72” DMDMCL72R  $ 13.45 BULKDMDMCL72R 12/Case  $ 139.56 = $11.63/Dust Mop  $ 114.72 = $9.56/Dust Mop

Industrial Microfiber Closed Loop Dust Mops: These microfiber dust 
mops are some of the most durable energy efficient dust mop products you 
will ever find. Our Industrial microfiber closed loop dust mop is constructed 
with an 80/20 blend microfiber yarn that contains loops which are twisted 
closed for maximum dirt and dust pick up and retention along with more 
durability. These closed microfiber loops along with the Industrial heat set 
dust mop backing make the product more durable, and more effective than 
other microfiber dust mops. Other microfiber dust mops contain large open 
loops that snag and tear leaving big webs of microfiber yarns during and 
after processing, our closed loops eliminate this all together while providing 
more surface area on each strand to attract and hold dirt and dust particles. 
These mops fit a standard 5” wide wire dust mop frame and are available in 
18”, 24”, 36”, 48”, 60”, and 72” lengths. 

Microfiber Dust Mops - Traditionally Sewn Style: These mops are constructed with 100% synthetic yarn, thread 
and backing for strength and durability. These mops eliminate linting found in all staple fiber spun dust mop yarns and 
require no dust mop treatment for superior dust pick up and retention through a combination of ultra-fine fiber action 
and static attraction. We have engineered these mops with an 80/20 poly/nylon extrusion for superior fiber splitting 
and performance. Used with our clip-on style dust mop handles and wire dust mop frames.
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DISPOSABLE DUST MOPS

COLOR STYLE SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

Natural 24” DDMN24 $ 3.15 BULKDDMN24 18/Case $ 52.56 = $2.92/Dust Mop $ 41.58 = $2.31/Dust Mop

Natural 36” DDMN36 $ 4.20 BULKDDMN36 18/Case $ 70.02 = $3.89/Dust Mop $ 56.70 = $3.15/Dust Mop

Natural 48” DDMN48 $ 5.40 BULKDDMN48 12/Case $ 61.80 = $5.15/Dust Mop $ 49.08 = $4.09/Dust Mop

Blue 24” DDMB24 $ 3.60 BULKDDMB24 18/Case $ 59.40 = $3.30/Dust Mop $ 47.16 = $2.62/Dust Mop

Blue 36” DDMB36 $ 4.85 BULKDDMB36 18/Case $ 82.08 = $4.56/Dust Mop $ 64.62 = $3.59/Dust Mop

Blue 48” DDMB48 $ 6.20 BULKDDMB48 12/Case $ 70.80 = $5.90/Dust Mop $ 55.80 = $4.65/Dust Mop

Untreated 24” DD524NU $ 2.55 BULKDD524NU 25/Case $ 58.75 = $2.35/Dust Mop $ 45.00 = $1.80/Dust Mop

Untreated 36” DD536NU $ 3.45 BULKDD536NU 25/Case $ 80.00 = $3.20/Dust Mop $ 60.50 = $2.42/Dust Mop

Untreated 48” DD548NU $ 4.10 BULKDD548NU 20/Case $ 76.00 = $3.80/Dust Mop $ 63.60 = $3.18/Dust Mop

DUST MOP FRAMES

DESCRIPTION SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

18” HMF518 $ 2.40 BULKHMF518 80/Case $ 174.40 = $2.18/Frame $ 141.60 = $1.77/Frame

24” HMF524 $ 2.60 BULKHMF524 70/Case $ 168.00 = $2.40/Frame $ 134.40 = $1.92/Frame

36” HMF536 $ 3.40 BULKHMF536 50/Case $ 157.50 = $3.15/Frame $ 125.50 = $2.51/Frame

48” HMF548 $ 5.50 BULKHMF548 40/Case $ 174.80 = $4.37/Frame $ 138.00 = $3.45/Frame

60” HMF560 $ 6.70 BULKHMF560 20/Case $ 105.00 = $5.25/Frame $ 83.00 = $4.15/Frame

72” HMF572 $ 10.25 BULKHMF572 20/Case $ 147.60 = $7.38/Frame $ 119.00 = $5.95/Frame

DUST MOP HANDLES

COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

Wood HWC160 $ 9.50 HWC160-DZ 12/Case $ 105.00 = $8.75/Each $ 89.40 = $7.45/Each

Fiberglass HFC160 $ 9.50 HFC160-DZ 12/Case $ 105.00 = $8.75/Each $ 89.40 = $7.45/Each

Aluminum MHDL72-DMC72 $ 8.60 MHDL72-DMC72-DZ 12/Case $ 90.60 = $7.55/Each $ 77.40 = $6.45/Each

HEAD ONLY MC-HEAD $ 3.75 NA NA NA NA

Disposable Dust Mops: Disposable dust mops are the best economical choice when you do not have laundering 
capabilities. Designed with a heavy non-woven backing and bottom center row of yarn for additional dust pick-up 
capabilities. These can be purchased with mineral treatment or untreated.

Dust Mop Handles & Frames: We provide the finest dust mop hardware available. Handle clips are produced with 
the heaviest metal in the industry for a trouble-free service life. Available in wood, fiberglass or aluminum extension 
style handle.

Flat Finish Mops: Our Flat finish mops are produced with 100% continuous filament nylon yarn, which is ideal for 
professional floor finish results. Flat finish mops are designed to be used with traditional dust mop hardware in standard 
18” and 24” sizes. A nylon mesh backing allows sufficient finish flow through, allowing the user to pour finish directly 
on the mop for easy use. 
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FLAT FINISH MOPS

COLOR STYLE HEAD
BAND SIZE

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

Flat NA 18” DFMN18 $ 7.60 BULKDFMN18 24/Case $ 164.16 = $6.84/Each $ 136.80 = $5.70/Each

Flat NA 24” DFMN24 $ 9.14 BULKDFMN24 24/Case $ 197.52 = $8.23/Each $ 164.40 = $6.85/Each



PREMIUM BLEND HEAVY DUTY ANTIMICROBIAL - LOOPED END WET MOPS

COLOR YARN HEAD
BAND SIZE

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

PREMIUM 1 ¼” MEDIUM BHD116M $ 5.40 BHD116M-DZ 12/Case $ 59.64 = $4.97/Mop $ 48.84 = $4.07/Mop

PREMIUM 1 ¼” LARGE BHD124L $ 6.85 BHD124L-DZ 12/Case $ 76.20 = $6.35/Mop $ 64.80 = $5.40/Mop

PREMIUM 5” MEDIUM BHD516M $ 5.55 BHD516M-DZ 12/Case $ 61.80 = $5.15/Mop $ 51.24 = $4.27/Mop

PREMIUM 5” LARGE BHD524L $ 7.00 BHD524L-DZ 12/Case $ 78.00 = $6.50/Mop $ 67.20 = $5.60/Mop

PREMIUM 1 ¼” MEDIUM GHD116M $ 5.40 GHD116M-DZ 12/Case $ 59.64 = $4.97/Mop $ 48.84 = $4.07/Mop

PREMIUM 1 ¼” LARGE GHD124L $ 6.85 GHD124L-DZ 12/Case $ 76.20 = $6.35/Mop $ 64.80 = $5.40/Mop

PREMIUM 5” MEDIUM GHD516M $ 5.55 GHD516M-DZ 12/Case $ 61.80 = $5.15/Mop $ 51.24 = $4.27/Mop

PREMIUM 5” LARGE GHD524L $ 7.00 GHD524L-DZ 12/Case $ 78.00 = $6.50/Mop $ 67.20 = $5.60/Mop

PREMIUM 1 ¼” MEDIUM OHD116M $ 5.40 OHD116M-DZ 12/Case $ 59.64 = $4.97/Mop $ 48.84 = $4.07/Mop

PREMIUM 1 ¼” LARGE OHD124L $ 6.85 OHD124L-DZ 12/Case $ 76.20 = $6.35/Mop $ 64.80 = $5.40/Mop

PREMIUM 5” MEDIUM OHD516M $ 5.55 OHD516M-DZ 12/Case $ 61.80 = $5.15/Mop $ 51.24 = $4.27/Mop

PREMIUM 5” LARGE OHD524L $ 7.00 OHD524L-DZ 12/Case $ 78.00 = $6.50/Mop $ 67.20 = $5.60/Mop

Industrial Laundry Style Antimicrobial Looped End Wet Mops: These mops are made using 100% synthetic, 
bacteria resistant yarn materials. This mop will provide a 50% reduction in drying time compared to cotton blended 
mops along with increased resistance to chemicals. Double tailbands for wide surface span and even coverage. 
Our Industrial Laundry Wet Mop is date coded to prove long life. Heavy fabric headbands will reduce wear and add 
scrubbing ability without damaging floor finish.  These mops are preshrunk and are launderable without netting.
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INDUSTRIAL LAUNDRY STYLE ANTIMICROBIAL LOOPED END WET MOPS

COLOR YARN HEAD
BAND SIZE

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

SYNTHETIC 9” MEDIUM BSC16M9 $ 5.70 BSC16M9-DZ 12/Case $ 62.76 = $5.23/Mop $ 50.28 = $4.19/Mop

SYNTHETIC 9” LARGE BSC24L9 $ 7.25 BSC24L9-DZ 12/Case $ 80.04 = $6.67/Mop $ 69.60 = $5.80/Mop

SYNTHETIC 9” X-LARGE BSC32XL9 $ 8.30 BSC32XL9-DZ 12/Case $ 91.68 = $7.64/Mop $ 80.28 = $6.69/Mop

SYNTHETIC 9” MEDIUM GSC16M9 $ 5.70 GSC16M9-DZ 12/Case $ 62.76 = $5.23/Mop $ 50.28 = $4.19/Mop

SYNTHETIC 9” LARGE GSC24L9 $ 7.25 GSC24L9-DZ 12/Case $ 80.04 = $6.67/Mop $ 69.60 = $5.80/Mop

SYNTHETIC 9” X-LARGE GSC32XL9 $ 8.30 GSC32XL9-DZ 12/Case $ 91.68 = $7.64/Mop $ 80.28 = $6.69/Mop

Premium Blend Heavy Duty Antimicrobial Looped End Wet Mops: Antimicrobial Wet Mop yarns provide the 
best balance for pick up, retention & bacterial resistance. This Antimicrobial Wet Mop is produced with yarn spinning 
that allows for laundering without netting. Our Antimicrobial Wet Mop is made with the addition of antimicrobial 
agents, it is preshrunk & includes double tailbands. Colored mops contain more synthetic fiber than White and will 
provide additional efficiencies and durability. 



TRADITIONAL LOOPED END WET MOPS

GENERAL PURPOSE - LOOPED END WET MOPS
COLOR YARN HEAD

BAND SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE

GENERAL PURPOSE COTTON - LOOPED END WET MOPS

COTTON 1 ¼” MEDIUM CLE116M $ 3.30 CLE116M-DZ 12/Case $ 36.60 = $3.05/Mop $ 29.28 = $2.44/Mop

COTTON 1 ¼” LARGE CLE124L $ 4.65 CLE124L-DZ 12/Case $ 51.60 = $4.30/Mop $ 41.28 = $3.44/Mop

COTTON 1 ¼” X-LARGE CLE132XL $ 5.85 CLE132XL-DZ 12/Case $ 64.92 = $5.41/Mop $ 53.28 = $4.44/Mop

COTTON 5” MEDIUM CLE516M $ 3.45 CLE516M-DZ 12/Case $ 38.76 = $3.23/Mop $ 32.04 = $2.67/Mop

COTTON 5” LARGE CLE524L $ 4.80 CLE524L-DZ 12/Case $ 53.76 = $4.48/Mop $ 43.44 = $3.62/Mop

COTTON 5” X-LARGE CLE532XL $ 6.00 CLE532XL-DZ 12/Case $ 66.60 = $5.55/Mop $ 55.44 = $4.62/Mop

COTTON Bolt MEDIUM CLEB16M $ 3.70 CLEB16M-DZ 12/Case $ 41.40 = $3.45/Mop $ 34.80 = $2.90/Mop

COTTON Bolt LARGE CLEB24L $ 5.20 CLEB24L-DZ 12/Case $ 56.40 = $4.70/Mop $ 46.20 = $3.85/Mop

GENERAL PURPOSE RAYON - LOOPED END WET MOPS

RAYON 1 ¼” MEDIUM RLE116M $ 4.50 RLE116M-DZ 12/Case $ 49.80 = $4.15/Mop $ 40.56 = $3.38/Mop

RAYON 1 ¼” LARGE RLE124L $ 5.65 RLE124L-DZ 12/Case $ 62.76 = $5.23/Mop $ 51.72 = $4.31/Mop

RAYON 5” MEDIUM RLE516M $ 4.75 RLE516M-DZ 12/Case $ 52.32 = $4.36/Mop $ 43.20 = $3.60/Mop

RAYON 5” LARGE RLE524L $ 5.87 RLE524L-DZ 12/Case $ 65.16 = $5.43/Mop $ 53.76 = $4.48/Mop

RAYON Bolt MEDIUM RLEB16M $ 4.90 RLEB16M-DZ 12/Case $ 54.60 = $4.55/Mop $ 44.76 = $3.73/Mop

RAYON Bolt LARGE RLEB24L $ 5.75 RLEB24L-DZ 12/Case $ 63.84 = $5.32/Mop $ 51.60 = $4.30/Mop

GENERAL PURPOSE PREMIUM BLEND - LOOPED END WET MOPS - ALSO AVAILABLE IN GREEN OR ORANGE

PREMIUM 1 ¼” MEDIUM BPE116M $ 3.60 BPE116M-DZ 12/Case $ 39.84 = $3.32/Mop $ 31.80 = $2.65/Mop

PREMIUM 1 ¼” LARGE BPE124L $ 5.00 BPE124L-DZ 12/Case $ 55.56 = $4.63/Mop $ 44.40 = $3.70/Mop

PREMIUM 1 ¼” X-LARGE BPE132XL $ 6.45 BPE132XL-DZ 12/Case $ 71.28 = $5.94/Mop $ 57.00 = $4.75/Mop

PREMIUM 5” MEDIUM BPE516M $ 3.75 BPE516M-DZ 12/Case $ 42.00 = $3.50/Mop $ 34.08 = $2.84/Mop

PREMIUM 5” LARGE BPE524L $ 5.15 BPE524L-DZ 12/Case $ 57.72 = $4.81/Mop $ 46.68 = $3.89/Mop

PREMIUM 5” X-LARGE BPE532XL $ 6.60 BPE532XL-DZ 12/Case $ 73.56 = $6.13/Mop $ 59.28 = $4.94/Mop

PREMIUM Bolt MEDIUM BPEB16M $ 4.00 BPEB16M-DZ 12/Case $ 44.64 = $3.72/Mop $ 36.60 = $3.05/Mop

PREMIUM Bolt LARGE BPEB24L $ 5.40 BPEB24L-DZ 12/Case $ 60.36 = $5.03/Mop $ 49.20 = $4.10/Mop

General Purpose Looped End Wet Mops: All of our General Purpose Looped End Wet Mops are produced with 
Open-End Spun Yarn and single tailbands. They are the ideal solution when launderable wet mops are needed. Our 
yarn blends allow for increased product efficiency and a longer service life. Our Premium colored blend yarns are 
available in blue, green and orange. Choose 1 1/4” headbands when using bar style wet mop handles, 5” headbands 
when using clamp style handles or mops with a bolt fixture for screw on style handles.
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GENERAL PURPOSE - CUT END WET MOPS

COLOR YARN HEAD
BAND SIZE

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

GENERAL PURPOSE COTTON - CUT END WET MOPS
COTTON 1 ¼” 16 OZ CCE116 $ 2.45 CCE116-DZ 12/Case $ 27.12 = $2.26/Mop $ 22.80 = $1.90/Mop

COTTON 1 ¼” 20 OZ CCE120 $ 3.00 CCE120-DZ 12/Case $ 33.12 = $2.76/Mop $ 27.96 = $2.33/Mop

COTTON 1 ¼” 24 OZ CCE124 $ 3.45 CCE124-DZ 12/Case $ 37.08 = $3.09/Mop $ 31.56 = $2.63/Mop

COTTON 5” 16 OZ CCE516 $ 2.60 CCE516-DZ 12/Case $ 29.28 = $2.44/Mop $ 25.08 = $2.09/Mop

COTTON 5” 20 OZ CCE520 $ 3.15 CCE520-DZ 12/Case $ 35.40 = $2.95/Mop $ 30.24 = $2.52/Mop

COTTON 5” 24 OZ CCE524 $ 3.60 CCE524-DZ 12/Case $ 39.24 = $3.27/Mop $ 33.84 = $2.82/Mop

COTTON Bolt 16 OZ CCEB16 $ 2.85 CCEB16-DZ 12/Case $ 31.92 = $2.66/Mop $ 27.84 = $2.32/Mop

COTTON Bolt 20 OZ CCEB120 $ 3.40 CCEB120-DZ 12/Case $ 37.92 = $3.16/Mop $ 33.00 = $2.75/Mop

COTTON Bolt 24 OZ CCEB124 $ 3.85 CCEB124-DZ 12/Case $ 41.88 = $3.49/Mop $ 36.48 = $3.04/Mop

GENERAL PURPOSE RAYON - CUT END WET MOPS
RAYON 1 ¼” 16 OZ RCE116 $ 3.65 RCE116-DZ 12/Case $ 39.84 = $3.32/Mop $ 33.00 = $2.75/Mop

RAYON 1 ¼” 20 OZ RCE120 $ 4.30 RCE120-DZ 12/Case $ 47.64 = $3.97/Mop $ 39.96 = $3.33/Mop

RAYON 1 ¼” 24 OZ RCE124 $ 5.00 RCE124-DZ 12/Case $ 54.60 = $4.55/Mop $ 45.84 = $3.82/Mop

RAYON 5” 16 OZ RCE516 $ 3.85 RCE516-DZ 12/Case $ 42.60 = $3.55/Mop $ 35.88 = $2.99/Mop

RAYON 5” 20 OZ RCE520 $ 4.60 RCE520-DZ 12/Case $ 51.12 = $4.26/Mop $ 43.08 = $3.59/Mop

RAYON 5” 24 OZ RCE524 $ 5.40 RCE524-DZ 12/Case $ 59.76 = $4.98/Mop $ 50.16 = $4.18/Mop

RAYON Bolt 16 OZ RCEB16 $ 4.05 RCEB16-DZ 12/Case $ 44.76 = $3.73/Mop $ 37.68 = $3.14/Mop

RAYON Bolt 20 OZ RCEB120 $ 4.80 RCEB120-DZ 12/Case $ 53.16 = $4.43/Mop $ 44.76 = $3.73/Mop

RAYON Bolt 24 OZ RCEB124 $ 5.55 RCEB124-DZ 12/Case $ 61.44 = $5.12/Mop $ 51.72 = $4.31/Mop

GENERAL PURPOSE COLOR BLEND - CUT END WET MOPS
BLUE BLEND 1 ¼” 16 OZ BCE116 $ 2.90 BCE116-DZ 12/Case $ 32.04 = $2.67/Mop $ 25.68 = $2.14/Mop

BLUE BLEND 1 ¼” 20 OZ BCE120 $ 3.40 BCE120-DZ 12/Case $ 37.44 = $3.12/Mop $ 29.76 = $2.48/Mop

BLUE BLEND 1 ¼” 24 OZ BCE124 $ 4.10 BCE124-DZ 12/Case $ 45.24 = $3.77/Mop $ 36.24 = $3.02/Mop

BLUE BLEND 5” 16 OZ BCE516 $ 3.10 BCE516-DZ 12/Case $ 34.44 = $2.87/Mop $ 28.56 = $2.38/Mop

BLUE BLEND 5” 20 OZ BCE520 $ 3.60 BCE520-DZ 12/Case $ 39.36 = $3.28/Mop $ 33.60 = $2.80/Mop

BLUE BLEND 5” 24 OZ BCE524 $ 4.25 BCE524-DZ 12/Case $ 47.40 = $3.95/Mop $ 37.20 = $3.10/Mop

BLUE BLEND Bolt 16 OZ BCEB16 $ 3.35 BCEB16-DZ 12/Case $ 37.08 = $3.09/Mop $ 30.72 = $2.56/Mop

BLUE BLEND Bolt 20 OZ BCEB120 $ 3.78 BCEB120-DZ 12/Case $ 41.16 = $3.43/Mop $ 35.76 = $2.98/Mop

BLUE BLEND Bolt 24 OZ BCEB124 $ 4.50 BCEB124-DZ 12/Case $ 47.04 = $3.92/Mop $ 41.16 = $3.43/Mop

TRADITIONAL CUT-END WET MOPS
General Purpose Cut-End Wet Mops: We offer the highest quality Cut-End Wet Mops in the industry. All yarn blends 
are designed to get the best product efficiency and service life out of your mop. Choose 1 1/4” headbands to use with bar style 
handles, 5” headbands to use with clamp style handles or mops with a bolt fixture to use with screw on handles.
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STANDARD INDUSTRY 
HANDLE STYLES

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK - DOZEN PER CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

PLASTIC GRIPPER STYLE
WOOD HWPG16 $ 11.50 HWPG16-DZ $ 129.00 = $10.75/Handle $ 113.40 = $9.45/Handle

FIBERGLASS HFPG16 $ 11.50 HFPG16-DZ $ 129.00 = $10.75/Handle $ 113.40 = $9.45/Handle

ALUMINUM MHDL-PG72 $ 9.80 MHDL-PG72-DZ $ 108.00 = $9.00/Handle $ 97.20 = $8.10/Handle
HEAD ONLY PG-HEAD $ 5.10 NA NA NA

WIRE CLAMP STYLE
 WOOD WMH16KW $ 11.50 WMH16KW-DZ $ 129.00 = $10.75/Handle $ 113.40 = $9.45/Handle

FIBERGLASS WMH16KF $ 11.50 WMH16KF-DZ $ 129.00 = $10.75/Handle $ 113.40 = $9.45/Handle

PLASTIC BAR STYLE
WOOD HHPB16 $ 11.50 HHPB16-DZ $ 129.00 = $10.75/Handle $ 113.40 = $9.45/Handle

FIBERGLASS HFPB16 $ 11.50 HFPB16-DZ $ 129.00 = $10.75/Handle $ 113.40 = $9.45/Handle

ALUMINUM MHDL-PB72 $ 9.00 MHDL-PB72-DZ $ 94.80 = $7.90/Handle $ 81.60 = $6.80/Handle

HEAD ONLY PB-HEAD $ 4.35 NA NA NA

QUICK RELEASE STYLE
WOOD HWQR16 $ 11.50 HWQR16-DZ $ 129.00 = $10.75/Handle $ 113.40 = $9.45/Handle

FIBERGLASS HFQR16 $ 11.50 HFQR16-DZ $ 129.00 = $10.75/Handle $ 113.40 = $9.45/Handle

ALUMINUM MHDL-QR72 $ 9.00 MHDL-QR72-DZ $ 97.20 = $8.10/Handle $ 87.00 = $7.25/Handle

HEAD ONLY QR-HEAD $ 4.35 NA NA NA

STA-FLAT STYLE
WOOD HSFWH16 $ 8.00 HSFWH16-DZ $ 88.20 = $7.35/Handle $ 75.00 = $6.25/Handle

SPECIAL GRADE FINISH MOPS

COLOR STYLE HEAD
BAND SIZE

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

Rayon 1 ¼” MEDIUM BWF116M $ 5.00 BWF116M-DZ 12/Case $ 54.00 = $4.50/Each $ 43.20 = $3.60/Each

Rayon 1 ¼” LARGE BWF124L $ 6.60 BWF124L-DZ 12/Case $ 71.76 = $5.98/Each $ 57.48 = $4.79/Each

Rayon 5” MEDIUM BWF516M $ 5.15 BWF516M-DZ 12/Case $ 56.28 = $4.69/Each $ 45.48 = $3.79/Each

Rayon 5” LARGE BWF524L $ 6.75 BWF524L-DZ 12/Case $ 74.04 = $6.17/Each $ 59.64 = $4.97/Each

Nylon 1 ¼” MEDIUM NFM116M $ 7.70 NFM116M-DZ 12/Case $ 83.16 = $6.93/Each $ 71.64 = $5.97/Each

Nylon 1 ¼” LARGE NFM124L $ 9.54 NFM124L-DZ 12/Case $ 103.08 = $8.59/Each $ 88.80 = $7.40/Each

Nylon 5” MEDIUM NFM516M $ 7.92 NFM516M-DZ 12/Case $ 85.56 = $7.13/Each $ 73.68 = $6.14/Each

Nylon 5” LARGE NFM524L $ 9.76 NFM524L-DZ 12/Case $ 105.36 = $8.78/Each $ 90.72 = $7.56/Each

SPECIAL GRADE FINISH MOPS

Wet Mop Handles: We offer the highest quality wet mop hardware on the market today available in Wood, Fiberglass 
and Aluminum Extension Handles in a wide variety of head attachments. Gripper and Wire Clamp Style wet mop handles 
are traditionally used with 5” and 9” headband wet mops, where as 1 1/4” narrow headband wet mops are traditionally 
used with bar style wet mop handles.

Standard Finish Mops: Blue/White Finish Mops - These mops are designed with the same high quality as our standard 
100% synthetic rayon mops and include a blue stripe for identification purposes. 
Professional Finish Mops: Nylon Finish Mops - These mops are constructed with 100% continuous filament nylon 
yarn ensuring there is no fiber lint left in the finish. Designed for the professional user, these mops reduce fatigue, save 
wasted finish, and leave a smooth, even appearance. 
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SPECIAL GRADE FINISH MOPS
WET MOP BUCKET AND WRINGER SET

INDIVIDUAL UNITS
ITEM # PRICE

BWC32QT $ 48.50

CAUTION WET FLOOR SIGN
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

SIGNWF25 $ 7.20 BULKSIGNWF25 10/Case $ 65.50 = $6.55/Each $ 54.00 = $5.40/Each

JANITOR CART
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

COLOR ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

BLUE JANCART1B $ 99.00 NA NA NA NA

GRAY JANCART1G $ 99.00 NA NA NA NA

BAG JCRB25 $ 7.45 BULKJCRB25 12/Case $ 82.20 = $6.85/Each $ 70.20 = $5.85/Each

COLOR CODED HARDWARE

COLOR CODED HARDWARE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

DUST MOP HANDLES - CLIP-ON HFC160-CC-_ $ 9.50 HFC160-CC-DZ-_ 12/Case $ 105.00 = $8.75/Each $ 89.40 = $7.45/Each

WET MOP HANDLES - GRIPPER HFPG160-CC-_ $ 11.50 HFPG160-CC-DZ-_ 12/Case $ 129.00 = $10.75/Each $ 113.40 = $9.45/Each

WET MOP HANDLES - PLASTIC BAR HFPB160-CC-_ $ 11.50 HFPB160-CC-DZ--_ 12/Case $ 129.00 = $10.75/Each $ 113.40 = $9.45/Each

WET MOP HANDLES - QUICK RELEASE HFQR160-CC-_ $ 11.50 HFQR160-CC-DZ-_ 12/Case $ 129.00 = $10.75/Each NA

Wet Mop Handles
Quick Release Style

Wet Mop Handles
Plastic Bar Style

Wet Mop Handles
Gripper Style

Dust Mop Handles
Clip On Style

Caution Wet Floor Signs: Two sided, 25” high Caution Floor Sign is lightweight 
and versatile. Highly visible bright yellow design with “Caution Wet Floor” stresses 

Janitor Carts: These high-quality janitor carts feature a standard 3 shelf design which includes 
hooks and holders for all of your cleaning equipment. The bottom shelf is large enough to hold 
any standard bucket and wringer set, or two recharging buckets. Cart includes non-marking 
wheels and a 25 gallon vinyl trash bag that securely mounts to the frame and is easy to change. 

Our color-coded fiberglass handles are available in all your favorite traditional hardware options. These handles are 
1” x 60” size, and made using colored fiberglass, this handle offers superior strength and durability while meeting the 
requirements of your HACCP and 5S color-coding systems. When used with our many colors of industrial quality dust 
mops and wet mops, sanitation cleaning becomes easy to coordinate. Available in red, green, orange, yellow, blue & 
silver.
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Bucket & Wringer: Our set is molded with heavy polyethylene and includes 3” non-marking 
casters. Yellow in color and allows for 32 quart capacity. Molded pour spout in front allows easy 
dumping of dirty water and eliminates unwanted splashing. Assembly is extremely easy requiring 
approximately 3-4 minutes.



FLOOR SQUEEGEES & HANDLES

DESCRIPTION SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

Plastic Straight Squeegee Blade 22” FLRSQ22PL $ 4.35 FLRSQ22PLBULK 56/Case $ 224.00 = $4.00/Each $ 190.40 = $3.40/Each

Plastic Straight Squeegee Blade 30” FLRSQ30PL $ 6.15 FLRSQ30PLBULK 24/Case $ 136.80 = $5.70/Each $ 115.20 = $4.80/Each

Wood Squeegee Handle 54” HDL151654W $ 2.35 NA NA NA NA

Fiberglass Squeegee Handle 60” HDL151660F $ 3.50 NA NA NA NA

Aluminum Squeegee Handle 59” MSTR59 $ 5.50 BULKMSTR59 24/Case $ 115.20 = $4.80/Each $ 96.00 = $4.00/Each

WINDOW SQUEEGEES

DESCRIPTION SIZE
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

Spring Style Squeegee Handle NA SQCH-SPCL $ 4.75 BULKSQCH-SPCL 24/Case $ 104.40 = $4.35/Each $ 84.00 = $3.50/Each

Squeegee Blade 14” SQ14-STLCNNL $ 2.40 BULKSQ14-STLCNNL 48/Case $ 105.60 = $2.20/Each $ 84.00 = $1.75/Each

Squeegee Blade 18” SQ18-STLCNNL $ 2.85 BULKSQ18-STLCNNL 48/Case $ 127.20 = $2.65/Each $ 100.80 = $2.10/Each

Plastic Window Sleeve T-Bar 14” SQPL14-TBAR $ 3.00 BULKSQPL14-TBAR 24/Case $ 66.00 = $2.75/Each $ 55.20 = $2.30/Each

Plastic Window Sleeve T-Bar 18” SQPL18-TBAR $ 3.20 BULKSQPL18-TBAR 24/Case $ 70.80 = $2.95/Each $ 58.80 = $2.45/Each

Synthetic Window Washing Sleeve 14” SQ14-SLVB $ 4.65 BULKSQ14-SLVB 24/Case $ 102.00 = $4.25/Each $ 81.60 = $3.40/Each

Synthetic Window Washing Sleeve 18” SQ18-SLVB $ 5.20 BULKSQ18-SLVB 24/Case $ 114.00 = $4.75/Each $ 91.20 = $3.80/Each

Gray Microfiber Scrubber Sleeve 14” SQ14SLM-GY $ 4.65 BULKSQ14SLM-GY 24/Case $ 102.00 = $4.25/Each $ 81.60 = $3.40/Each

Gray Microfiber Scrubber Sleeve 18” SQ18SLM-GY $ 5.20 BULKSQ18SLM-GY 24/Case $ 114.00 = $4.75/Each $ 91.20 = $3.80/Each

Gray Pressure Fit Adaptor 1 1/2” SQADP-GRAY $ 0.65 NA NA NA NA

Green Extension Pressure Fit Adapator 5” SQADP-GREEN $ 1.80 NA NA NA NA

SQUEEGEES
Floor Squeegees & Handles: These Floor Squeegees are produced with high impact 
polypropylene acid-resistant plastic. The Plastic Floor Squeegees include a double foam blade. 
They have a 3” depth and are designed to deep clean the floors. A variety of handles are available 
to use with the plastic floor squeegee units depending on your application and the universal 
locking coupler on the plastic floor squeegee units will accommodate up to a 15/16” diameter 
handle.

Window Washing: Our Window Squeegee line is produced with industrial-grade materials. Squeegee blade channels and 
channel handles are produced from stainless steel and, our squeegee sleeves are produced from a high quality launderable 
synthetic fiber that is ideal for window cleaning applications. We offer two types of Squeegee handles that are both designed 
to lock channels securely to prevent movement during use and are fitted with rubber grips for easy handling. Rubber squeegee 
blades are a high-quality soft rubber for the best results. Adaptors allow all of our channel handles and sleeve handles to be 
compatible with all of our extension handles as well as our 59” solid 1-piece handle. 
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MICROFIBER GLASS CLEANING PADS

SIZE

INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

12” MFPSG12 $ 2.25 BULKMFPSG12 100/Case $ 208.00 = $2.08/Glass Pad $ 167.00 = $1.67/Glass Pad

Microfiber Glass Cleaning Pads: This product is manufactured with our Blue smooth glass cleaning cloth material and 
hook and loop backing allowing it to be mounted onto our 10” aluminum or 9” Blue plastic microfiber frame and is specifically 
designed for cleaning glass. The pad is oversized to ensure the frame does not come in contact with the glass. A center 
sponge allows water transfer for cleaning and polishing glass surfaces. 



MICROFIBER WALL WASHING PRODUCTS

DESCRIPTION
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

3¾”x9” Blue Hand Trowel TROWELB $ 5.30 BULKTROWELB 50/Case $ 240.00 = $4.80/Trowel $ 200.00 = $4.00/Trowel

3¾”x9” Blue Plastic Frame PMFRB9 $ 3.75 BULKPMFRB9 60/Case $ 207.00 = $3.45/Frame $ 174.00 = $2.90/Frame

5”x10” Aluminum Frame MFRM10 $ 5.15 BULKFRM10 50/Case $ 242.50 = $4.85/Frame $ 197.50 = $3.95/Frame

5”x10” Cut-Pile Pad MCPB10 $ 1.45 BULKMCPB10 100/Case $ 127.00 = $1.27/Pad $ 109.00 = $1.09/Pad

5”x10” Dust Mop Pad MFR10BF $ 2.30 BULKMFR10BF 50/Case $ 105.00 = $2.10/Pad $ 84.50 = $1.69/Pad

5”x10” Loop Pile Pad MFP10B $ 1.60 BULKMFP10B 100/Case $ 143.00 = $1.43/Pad $ 127.00 = $1.27/Pad

5”x10” White Pad - Light PM510WHT $ 1.95 BULKPM510WHT 100/Case $ 180.00 = $1.80/Pad $ 155.00 = $1.55/Pad

5”x10” Red Pad - Medium PM510RED $ 1.95 BULKPM510RED 100/Case $ 180.00 = $1.80/Pad $ 155.00 = $1.55/Pad

5”x10” Black Pad - Heavy PM510BLK $ 2.15 BULKPM510BLK 100/Case $ 200.00 = $2.00/Pad $ 170.00 = $1.70/Pad

MICROFIBER SUBLIMATED INK PRINTED CLOTHS
CLOTH TYPE PRICE MINIMUM QTY

Microfiber Terry Cloth $ 1.10/Cloth 100

Microfiber Glass Cloth $ 1.25/Cloth 100

Microfiber Bar Towel $ 0.95/Towel 100

INDUSTRIAL NYLON LAUNDRY NET WITH DRAWSTRING
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # QTY PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

LDRYNET $ 5.90 BULKLDRYNET 25/Case $ 137.50 = $5.50/Net $ 117.50 = $4.70/Net

MICROFIBER DUST & GENERAL PURPOSE CLEANING MITTS

COLOR
INDIVIDUAL UNITS BULK CASE PALLET PRICING

ITEM # PRICE ITEM # PACKAGING PRICE DMSIWHOLESALE.COM
PRICE

Blue MDM11B $ 1.40 BULKMDM11B 200/Case $ 260.00 = $1.30/Mitt $ 220.00 = $1.10/Mitt

Green MDM11G $ 1.40 BULKMDM11G 200/Case $ 260.00 = $1.30/Mitt $ 220.00 = $1.10/Mitt

Yellow MDM11Y $ 1.40 BULKMDM11Y 200/Case $ 260.00 = $1.30/Mitt $ 220.00 = $1.10/Mitt

Microfiber Dust and General Purpose Cleaning Mitts: Our microfiber cleaning mitts are produced from the same 
300 gram per square meter cut-pile 80/20 poly/nylon microfiber yarn blend fabric as our general purpose cleaning cloths. Cleaning 
mitts are constructed with a one size fits all elastic cuff and are double sided for extended use. Available in three colors.

Microfiber Sublimated-Ink Printed Cloths: We provide printing services for our microfiber cleaning 
cloths. We can custom print and logo according to your specifications on any style or color of our microfiber 
cleaning cloths. Our printing is done with a sublimated ink process which is a permanent print. The cost 
includes the microfiber cloth and the printing. Black ink only.

Microfiber Wall Washing Products: Our microfiber wall washing units are made from the same high-quality materials 
as our microfiber floor care products, but made in shorter lengths for easy handling and use for cleaning walls or windows.

Industrial Nylon Laundry Net with Drawstring: Our industrial style 24”x 36” laundry net will reduce 
abrasion to products being laundered and makes a great collection bag for soiled items. This net is manufactured 
with a heavy nylon mesh fabric and includes a drawstring for containment and easy holding. 
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Direct Mop Sales, Inc. is a family owned and operated mop manufacturing/import company centrally located 
in Northeast Kansas. We make quality our main priority, while constantly striving to keep our pricing the 
lowest in the market. We offer free shipping on every order over $100, with no minimum order requirements. 
We ship everything within 24 business hours allowing us to deliver products anywhere in the country within 
5 days. You will find that dealing with us is cost effective, pain free, and enjoyable. We know you have many 
options when shopping for your cleaning products, and we work hard to ensure your satisfaction on every 
order with us.

Thank you for taking the time to view our catalog. We appreciate your interest and look forward to serving 
your needs.

       PHONE: 866-475-8667       EMAIL: info@directmopsales.com

Website: www.directmopsales.com




